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NAIA legislates changes
By Jon Wolfer
Contributing Editor
The University of Puget Sound
must decide to either remain an
independent institution in its
intercollegiateathletic competition
or to join an athletic conference as
a result of a recent decision by the
NAIA.
Depending on the University's
decision, some future non-need
based athletic scholarships could
be eliminated.
"No decisions have been made
yet," said athletic director Dr. Richard Ulrich.
The main intent of the
association's legislation is to give
members of affiliated conferences
an increased opportunity to participate in postseason play and in
governance.
The NAIA is currently separated
into 32 districts. The new rules

Enforcement
of alcohol rules
criticized

will change the divisions to nine
regions which are further subdivided into conferences and independent schools within the region.
Puget Sound would be placed in
the Northwest Region. This new
region encompasses the current
NAIA Districts 1 and 2 in addition
to five Montana schools.
Puget Sound is presently in District 1 along with Simon Fraser,
Western Washington, Central
Washington, St. Martin's, Seattle,
Lewis-Clark State and Evergreen
State. None of these schools, including Puget Sound, are currently
in NAIA affiliated conferences.
Other District 1 schools are Pacific Lutheran, Whitman and
Whitworth, which are currently in
an NAIA affiliated conference: the
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (NCIC).

see
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Students who are found in
violation of University standards for alcohol consumption must go through a series
of steps which, though not
designed specifically as a
punishment,are viewed as such
by many students.
Some have questioned the
effectiveness of elements of
this program. They claim it
does not do what it is intended
to do and that it is a series of
rigid steps that labels offenders unfairly, rather than processing them efficiently and
to their benefit.
One individual, who is currently in the process of evaluation by the University found
the program "ridiculous." He
wished to remain anonymous,
fearing that his comments
would slant the judgments
made about him by the university. He said the university has
a prescribed set of motions
they forced him through which
didn't lead to any real learning
in the end.
Scott Sand, in Residential
Programs, had a different perspective on this issue. He
claims the university's "goals
are entirely positive." The road
to major counseling is much
longer and more involved than
the process a simple violation
entails. Under normal circumstances there must be three
violations before counseling
is required.
After the first violation, in
which a student is seen with
alcohol, the student receives a

see ALCOHOL page 3

Wendy Weise chalks up another kill in action against Simon Fraser as Janice Lwin looks on. Both
sophomores with athletic scholarships, the two could be affected financially if Puget Sound joins the
NCIC, which forbids non-need based scholarships.

University watches for 'shroom-hunters
Increasingly, the fungus among us creates contention
By Siri Engstrom
Assistant News Editor

13y Chris Aschauer
Staff Writer
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University considers league options

As is customary in the Northwest, autumn brought rain, fallen
leaves and mushrooms to Washington. Some 5000 species grow
abundantly in the Pacific Northwest due to heavy rainfall, and
although some are edible, the threat
of poisoning remains imminent
and collectors on campus should
be wary.
Mushrooms are a type of plant
called fungi. In order to grow and
reproduce, fungi require moisture.
They feed on living plants, animals and decaying organic materials including their own dead and
rotting flesh.
"This campus is an exceptionally wet site and a natural environment for mushrooms," said Jon
Robins, manager of custodial and
grounds services.
"You just don't expect to find

them on a well manicured lawn,"
Robins continued, expressing the
futility of trying to prevent the
spread of mushrooms on campus.
The species of mushroom called
Psilocybin is cause for the most
concern at the university. More
commonly known as — shrooms,"
this variety of fungi is known for
producing hallucinogenic side-effects beginning with anxiety, difficulty in concentration and understanding.
This is followed by increased
sensitiviey to touch and visual alterations including changes in size,
shape, color and depth of vision.
Mood changes occur and the victim may experience hallucinations
such as seeing colored lights and
patterns or experiencing sensations
of the body's size, weight and shape
changing.
If they encounter an individual
in possession of "`shrooms," campus security will confiscate the

harvest and i.d. the student, write
up a report and refer it to the dean
of students.
"We don't camp out waiting —
we don't think it's a good time,"
said Todd Badham of security services.
However"it's an controlled substance and it's illegal," he continued. "We try to deal with the students directly from an awareness
and cooperation standpoint. We
confiscate and destroy the mushrooms ... we flush them down the
toilet to be honest."
One of the biggest problems he
felt, is from "people who aren't
students" walking on campus hunting for shrooms."
One student caught in posession
said of security policy, "If [the
mushrooms) are on the university
grounds and on unversity property, then the university's breaking the law. It's kind of hypocritical for them to be writing me up."

Because it is virtually impossible to control the vicious and
fecund spread of the fungi, the
plant department usually tries to
"remove them mechanically"
rather than chemically.
However, "there's not much we
can do about it," said Robins. "We
physically control them whenever
we find them," he explained, because "there is no chemical way to
deal with it."
While strong beliefs exist on both
sides of the issue, many feel that
this particular type of mushroom is
natural and its harvest and consumption should not be controlled.
Said one student, "All things that
grow out of the ground are obviously meant to be there."
Nevertheless, whatever philosophy one holds related to controlled
substances, everyone should use
extreme caution when gathering
the fungi, as one to two percent in
the N.W. are signifcantly toxic.

Faculty endorses sexual harassment policy
0By Rebecca Page
News Editor
At the general faculty meeting
Wednesday afternoon, the faculty voted to "endorse in principle" the latest draft of the
university's sexual harassment
policy. There was only one dissent.
"I am reminded of the saying
that comes up frequently, which
is that 'hard cases make bad
laws'," said David Droge. "I
would suggest a corollary to this
which is, in times of cultural
change, making explicit policy is
very difficult. . . . I think this
document goes a long way toward . . . correcting flaws in
policy."

The faculty's approval of the
document is the latest in a line of
endorsements the policy has garnered. Faculty endorsement was
not necessary for adoption of the
policy.
President Pierce prefaced the
open discussion of policy weaknesses by assuring faculty that
"This policy does not in any way
usurp the Faculty Code."
In fact, the policy is in many
areas a restatement of current university policy. For example, the
Academic Dean remains the only
person who can initiate formal proceedings to review harassment
charges.
"One good thing about this document is that it sets up informal
resolution procedures," said Pro-

fessor Larry Stem, at the meeting.
Stern also brought up a concern
with the administration's previous
practice of maintaining confidentiality when one party has already
released an account of any proceedings or any settlements.
"I don't think I approve of oneway confidentiality," he said.
Pierce responded to Stern's concern, saying "There are so many
different circumstances, . . [that
different] judgements about confidentiality have to be made. We
can't have a rule about it. It may
depend on whether there is litigation involved, ... if counseling is
involved; the ethics of the profession as well as our own internal
requirements require confidentiality."

While several professors were
worried about definitions and
norms set up by the policy, members of the committees which
had already reviewed the policy
explained that several of the provisions are mere restatements of
applicable laws which already
applied to the university.
The topic of supervisory responsibility raised concern. The
policy states that any faculty
member in a supervisory role,
such as an advisor, thesis director or department head, is specifically responsible for reporting sexual harassment in order to
protect the university.
"A supervisor who knows that
sexual harassment is or may be

see
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World Report
❑Compiled from The News
Tribune and USA Today

Clinton acts to show
disapproval in Haiti
Haiti, Oct. 12: In response to

several days of protest and demonstrations in Port-au-Prince harbor,
President Clinton requested the
reestablishment of United Nations
economic sanctions against Haiti.
The sanctions were originally instated to force military and police
leaders to allow President JeanBertrand Aristede to return. Clinton
also ordered the USS Harlan
County, a ship with 194 U.S. and
25 Canadian troops, to leave Haiti
and sail to the U.S. base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The USS
Fairfax County, a second ship, was
originally set to sail for Haiti but
will remain in Virginia.

Order protecting
gays in military to
be appealed
Washington, D.C., Oct.12: The

Pentagon is suspending a military
ban on homosexuals in the military, while preparing to ask the
Supreme Court to delay enforcing
a federal court order banning discrimination against gays. The court
order was handed down on September 30 by Los Angeles U.S.
District Judge Terry Hatter Jr. and
was upheld on October 9 by the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

Juror removed
from L.A. riot trial,
verdict set aside
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 12: In
an unusual move, Superior Court

SEX from page 1
occurring must report the problem
to a designated official even if the
problem is not within his or her
area of responsibility. All faculty
members likewise have a supervisory responsibility to report a
sexual harassment problem," states
the policy.
"Would I be obligated to report a
rumor?" David Tinsley, professor
of foreign languages, asked at the
meeting. "I am interested in . . .
[why this] requires of them to report conduct that may be going on,
that is, if I hear a rumor in the hall
of some relationship. As I read
this, I would have to report it."

Judge John Duderkirk removed
two jurors from the trial of two
black men who stand accused of
beating a white truck driver during last year's riot. Duderkirk said
to the jury that the verdicts reached
were nullified by the change. One
juror was removed Monday after
complaints from other jurors and
one was removed Tuesday for personal reasons. The lawyer of one
of the defendants objected to the
first removal and will counter with
a demand to remove a third juror
he claimed has provided help to
the prosecution.

The Nobel Prize
awarded to UW
professor
Stockholm, Oct. 12: The Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences
presented Robert W. Fogel and
Douglass C. North with a joint
1993 Nobel Prize for Economics.
North and Fogel are professors of
economic history at the University of Chicago and Washington
University respectively. North
taught at the Univ. of Washington
for 29 years where he headed the
department. The award this year
amounts to $825,000.

Somali warlord removed from power
Mogadishu, Oct. 12: Although
a necessary step toward peace,
removing fugitive warlord
Mohamed Farrah Aidid from
power will not resolve all of the
country's problems. While his capture is not out of the question,
administration officials said the
focus "was now on helping warring parties in Somalia reconcile."
Clinton's planned military with-

"By the law, we [supervisors]
are already responsible [for reporting potential sexual harassment],"
said Professor Kris Bartanen. Also,
if the word "may" were excluded
from the statement, "presumption
of guilt" would be present in the
document, she said.
Professor Ted Taranovski
brought up a concern with the legality of the policy.
"By trying to play legal games .
.. we will inadvertently bring problems to ourselves, . . . introduce
norms ... which will be used by a
complainant to hang us,"
Taranovski said. "Do we want to
introduce quasi-legal norms?"

drawal by March 31 came after a
street battle in Mogadishu last
week which killed at least 18 U.S.
soldiers fighting with Aidid supporters.
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How do you define alcoholism?

Republic of Ireland attempts to
negotiate with the
IRA

"When alcohol
controls your
mind and body
instead of your
mind controlling
your body."
— Garrett Brown

Ireland, Oct. 12: The Cabinet of
the Republic of Ireland aims to put
an end to the 24-year-old conflict
between Catholics and Protestants
over the British rule of the province. No details have been revealed
of the initiative, but it has said it
needs more time to review the
still-secret proposal directed at
making the Irish Republican Army
lay down its weapons and join
peace talks. At least 3000 people
have died since the fighting began
in 1969.

twin
Siamese
fights for life
Philadelphia, Oct. 12: Siamese
twin Angela Lakeberg is "still
holding her own," according to a
lawyer for the family. Angela and
her sister Amy were born sharing
the same heart and were separated
by an operation on Aug. 20. Amy
died and Angela got the chance to
live. Two months after the operation she remains in serious condition and on a respirator at
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. No baby undergoing surgery
for a shared heart has ever survived for more than a few months.
Ken Lakeberg, the twins' father,
has admitted to using money donated to the twins' cause to buy
drugs. If found guilty, he could be
sentenced to a year in jail.
The new policy defines both formal and informal proceedings for
sexual harassment charges (scene
Trail, 10/7/93).
"The policy tries to emphasize
informal procedures as much as
possible," said Pierce. She explained that informal resolutions
tend to be more successful and
satisfactory for both concerned
parties.
Another topic of concern was the
legality of the "Consent as Defense" section and the types of
evidence which would be considered inadmissible in formal proceedings.

CRIMES ON CAMPUS

"When you're so desperate you
drink fruit beer."
— Gary Brooks
— Jen Bird (nodded in agreement)

"Alcoholism is
drinking before
noon while working on a class
project. "
— Mike Stewart

"I always drink at
parties, but just to
break the ice.
That's not alcoholism, is it?"
— Penguin

6 October through 13 October 1993
7 October, 9:58 p.m.

The Expeditionary reported $21.00 in cash missing from their cash box.
There was no evidence that the room or box were forced open.

8 October, 1:25 p.m.

A Student reported a series of loud explosions outside her residence. The
explosions occurred earlier in the morning.

9 October, 9:59 a.m.

A Student was cited by a Tacoma Police Officer for having alcohol in his
possession. The Student was a minor.

11 October, 9:20 a.m.

A Plant staff member reported significant damage to a recently topsoiled
and seeded area on Union Avenue.

11 October, 4:57 p.m.

A Union Ave. Resident reported the theft of a life-size cardboard cut-out
of Cindy Crawford from his room.

12 October, 3:30 p.m.

A Plant staff member reported the elevator in Phibbs hall was tampered
with sometime over the weekend.

** Over the weekend several Residence Hall windows were broken. It is suspected the damage was
caused by water balloons launched from a "funelator."
* Please contact security at x3311 if you have information about any of the incidents described above*
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"When you start adding bourbon to your
Chicken Tonight. "
— Shane Dultz
"When Clive Barker calls and asks to use your
liver as an extra in Hellraiser IV. "
— Matt Gordon
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Media board calls emergency meeting
❑By Craig Hollow
News Copy Editor
An emergency meeting of the
ASUPS Media Adv isory board was
called by chair James Folz on Tuesday, October 5.
According to Assistant Dean of
Students Henry Johnson, a member of the board, Folz called the
meeting to address the concerns
raised by "Greeks: the system under fire," an opinion piece published in the September 30 issue of

The Trail.
"Most of the meeting we talked
about the commentary in The
Trail," said media advisor Julie
Neff.
Folz was concerned with Greek
bashing in the student media and
the banter that traditionally accompanies it. He wanted to develop
methods to help the media benefit
all students instead of serving only
a "media elite."
Folz had heard complaints from
students that The Trail had been
one-sided in the opinions it aired,
said ASUPS vice president Chuck
Edwards.
One suggestion made at the emergency meeting was that broad
guidelines of acceptable content
for The Trail and other student
media be established and enforced
by the Student Media Board. However, Edwards felt that "no one
seriously considered [the suggestion]."
According to ASUPS by-laws,
the board has the power and responsibility to "ensure long term
quality by setting goals and establishing broad editorial and program guidance" (Section 10, B2).

When asked to comment on the
by-law and its possible bearing on
the current situation Edwards stated
that "it would relate more to professionalism."
Johnson felt that the focus of the
emergency meeting was "to put
things in perspective for [Folz].
I didn't question what he called
[the meeting] for," he said. "I was
just available."
James Folz was unavailable for
comment at the time this article
was written.
"No retraction, no apology was
requested," said Johnson. "This
clearly did not warrant any action
on the part of the media board."
"I thought The Trail staff was
doing a good job. Any paper has
the opportunity to balance commentary over any issue," said Neff,
indicating that on October 5 it was
unclear whether The Trail had
unfairly neglected to air alternate
opinions about the Greek issue, or
had merely opted to air those opinions in the following issue, as was
the case.
According to ASUPS by-laws,
"Editors . . . are given the discretion to establish the editorial and
program direction of their respective medium. With this in mind,
the primary purpose of the Board
is to provide those forms of direction and support...which will lead
to the highest levels of
journalistic...quality" (Sec. 10A).
"Whatever you're going to write
about, write well," advised
Edwards. "I think Eric [editor of
The Trail] is doing a fine job," he
added.
Johnson felt that The Trail could
choose its own subject matter, but

"one of the easiest things someone
can write about is the alleged stereotypes of [sorority and fraternity
members]."
At regularly scheduled meetings
of the Student Media Board, the
general state of the various student
media and their respective
publishings and broadcasts are discussed. It is unknown whether the
topics considered at the October 5
emergency meeting will be further
debated at the next meeting of the
board. The next meeting, originally scheduled to occur on October 12, has been postponed until
the 19th.

ALCOHOL from page
letter saying their behavior is unacceptable.
After the second violation the
student is called into Residential
Programs to meet with Sand. Based
on this interview, the student either goes home, or is told to go to
a Know Your Limits program.
Sand generally uses the Cage
test. This asks four questions:
Have you ever thought
about cutting down on your drinking?
Have you ever been
angry at someone who suggested
that you needed to cut down on
drinking?
Have you ever felt
guilty about your drinking?
Have you ever had a
drink first thing in the morning?
After a third violation, the student is sent to further counseling
with Dave Moore, an intern in the

Professor Bill Lyne of the English department presented his
lecture on the Rodney King trial and resulting consequences
Tuesday. Lyne is working on a book titled Crossed Roads: the
Intersection of African American Political and Literary Strategy.
counseling center.
Moore said he decides what to
recommend for further treatment.
This can range anywhere from telling people that they are fine and
that they can go home, to instructing people to participate in 12
weeks of group meetings with others who have alcohol or abuse problems.
The student's view of the session
differed. The counselor asked a
series of questions. According to
the student, the survey was full of
"loaded, one-sided questions," designed to trap the student into categories. There were three options
the counselor had for labeling the
student. The first is the least common, in which the counselor felt
that the individual had just had a
string of bad luck and that they had
probably only had a few drinks in
their life. The other two labels,
more commonly applied, are "SP1:
alcohol abuser" or "SP2: alco-

holic."
He felt frustrated by the process
and trapped in a category which
did not accurately name his we
condition with alcohol. After this
evaluation, if a student is either
SP1 or SP2, they must attend further counseling programs.
The main goal behind this system is to stop students from getting
any closer to having an alcohol
problem. They want to pro-actively
prevent students from losing jobs
or families, being in drunk driving
accidents orotherwise having their
lives adversely affected by alcohol
during the future.
"Nobody in American culture
wants to be told what to do," according to Sand. As a result, many
people see the alcohol regulations
and counseling programs as a form
of punishment. Sand said anybody
can avoid this issue quite easily:
"Either don't drink on campus or if
you choose to, be discreet."
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Fall Specials
Shampoo & Cut

r

$8.00 off
"ISO Perm

$7.95

"

(regular 65.00)

(reg. $9.95)
L

7

expires 11/10/93

L

long hair slightly extra
cannot be combined with any other offer
expires 11110/93

Two locations in the area
Tacoma Central
South 23rd & Union
(next to Top Foods)
593-6096

Walk-ins Welcome

Westgate South
2315 N. Pearl
(next to Albertsons)
756-0713

Store Hours
M-F 9:00 AM-8:00 PM
Sat 9:00 AM-6:00 PM
Sun 10:00 AM-4:00 PM
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Becca Keen, Outhaus hiker, experiences the tranquility of Mystic Lake at Mt. Rainier. Other
Outhaus trips will try to re-unite students with the majestic outdoors of the Pacific Northwest over
fall break and throughout the year.

Options for escape with the Outhaus
❑By Ned Brown
Guest Writer
If you have nowhere to go for
this fall break and want the chance
to break away from college life
for a few days, join one of two
backpacking trips planned by the
Outhaus this weekend.
Clark Ritchie and Kevin Murray
will lead the advanced backpacking trip to the Kachess Lake area
just east of Snoqualmie Pass. The
group will leave Friday afternoon
and plans to hike to Waptes Lake
Saturday night and Cooper Lake
Sunday night.
"It's going to be a good hike, it's
going to be a hard hike, it's going
to be a good time," said Clark
Richie. "We're looking for out-

going people who like to have
fun."
Chris Aschauer, a member of
the Outhaus, estimated that the
group will hike between 25 and
30 miles in the four days of hiking. Ritchie and Murray will take
up to ten individuals. As of
Wednesday morning, only four
of the ten slots have been filled.
The other trip planned for this
weekend will be headed by Jen
Putz and Kim Loehr. This adventure into the Hidden Lakes
in the North Cascades is classifled by the Outhaus as an intermediate backpacking trip.
They plan to leave early Saturday morning and return sometime Monday. On this trip, Putz
and Loehr will introduce their

group to the many aspects of snow
camping and basic glacier travel.
If either trip interests you, call
the Outhaus for further information at x4038. You can sign up
for these trips as late as Friday
morning. An informational meeting will be held at 7:00p.m. Thurs.
day, Murray said.
Each individual must provide
$10 to $20 for group food and
transportation costs, along with
personal rain gear and wool clothing.
"Outhaus trips are an excellent
opportunity toget away from campus," said Murray. The Outhaus
provides free schedules to the
public on all of their upcoming
events.

The options that the University
has, according to Ulrich, are to:
Remain an independent school
along with the other former District 1 non-affiliated schools.
Universities remaining independent would still be eligible
for national championship contention. Independents will be assigned to regional groups, and
eligibility for postseason competition will be based on either regular season play, or on sub-regional
or sectional play-offs.
The groups would be composed
of at least six institutions per sport,
as schools do not necessarily field
teams in every intercollegiate
sport. St. Martin's College in
Lacey, for example, has only four
varsity sports while Puget Sound
has 17 competing in the NAIA.
Form a new affiliated conference in the Northwest Region
with other District 1 and/or 2
universities and colleges.
According to NAIA by-laws,
affiliated conferences must have
a minimum of six schools per
sport, just like independent
groups. A constitution or charter
and eligibility rules as strict or
stricter than the NAIA's are also
required.
Conferences must pay national
dues to the NAIA and participate
in revenue sharing with the NAIA

for postseason events.
These first two options would
not affect current or future nonneed based athletic scholarships.
Join the already established
NCIC.
According to Ulrich, Puget
Sound has received invitations to
join the NCIC in the past.
NCIC rules dictate that all member schools can only grant need
based scholarships. Currently,
Puget Sound can grant non-need
based scholarships in men's
swimming and basketball, and in
all women's sports sponsored by
the NAIA.
But, NCIC schools do enhance
athletic scholarships despite the
rules, according to Ulrich. The
awards must still be mainly need
based.
Ulrich refused to speculate on
the ultimate course Puget Sound
will take, but did say that other
former District 1 schools' decisions will obviously have a factor in the final decision.
However, nothing has been
decided yet, and current athletic
scholarships are not in jeopardy.
"It's too early to say what we'll
do," said Ulrich. "We will look at
each situation, consider the advantages and disadvantages, and
proceed cautiously."
Ulrich said that a decision will
likely be reached in the 1994-95
academic year.

Corrections
Two inaccuracies in the 10/7/93 KUPS story were brought to the
attention of The Trail staff. We apologize for misspelling David
Kupferman's name. Further. the date of Kupferman s resignation
was incorrectly stated. Kupferman resigned from the position of
KUPS assistant manager on October 1. after the general manager's
resignation.

Forget the clever headline.
It's '1030.
Apple Macintosh
Color Classic. 4/80, Built-in 10"
Color Monitor and Apple Keyboard 11.

The Macintosh' Color Classic' It offers a bright, sharp Sony llinitron"
display. It compact enough to fit on any desk. And right now, this already
affordable model is available at an unheard-of price. You can also get

special financing with the Apple" Computer Loan"— to make owning
one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. For the dip
power more college students choose. The power to be your best': 1111.

For more information contact
the Bookstore • 756-3606
* bove prices include tax
►
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Hangin' with the Humpers!
By Carrie Siegel
Music Reviewer

Deep in the bowels of the City
of Destiny lurks a band on a quest
for world domination: The Rhino
Humpers. This enterprising group
of gentlemen consists of Vince
Reyes on lead vocals, Jeff Rouse
on bass, Danny "Daddy-0" Fries
on drums and Brian Coloff on
guitar. In addition to shaking up
the local scene, they've performed
and gained notoriety up and down
and all around the West Coast.
The first thing I wanted to know
when chatting with them was how
in the heck they come up with
their . . .um . . . unconventional
band name.
"I had a revelation one day
while watching a Cheech and
Chong movie that talked about a
rhino humping some girl," Coloff
disclosed. "And the word rhino
used to be synonymous with
'cool' for us when we were wee
lads." Oh.
The Rhino Humper's music is
sarcastic, sludgy (Nyah nyah!
Didn't say grungy!) and funky
with a punk rock edge, drawing
on influences as diverse as Black
Sabbath, The Ramones and Sonic
Youth. Though they sound a bit
like their colleagues from Seattle,
they don't want to be too closely
associated with them. They enjoy being a Tacoma band and say
that they have no intention of
relocating. In fact, they repeatedly ridicule that passé craze in
tunes like "Seattletude" and
"Grungeboat." In their signature
song "Fishbowl," Reyes rants,
"Alice In Chains sill drives 'em

mad /Boy this scene is fuckin'
sad!"
Their repertoire covers a wide
array of subjects, from favorite
pick-up lines ("Have You Seen
My Dog?") to favorite sexual
positions ("In The Butt"). "21
Bimbos" pokes fun at their groupies. The beginning of that song
sparks memories of Sir Mix A
Lot's "Baby Got Back," with its
OH-MI-GAWD-esque Valley

"We're the Rhino
Humpers and
this is our hat!"
Girl allegation: "I am NOT a
bimbo!" The Humper's gutteral
cover of the theme from Fat Albert
can't be beat. Hey hey hey!
Don't think for a minute that
these guys are politically incorrect. The tunes "Wonderslut"
and "I Hate You" characterize
this band's immeasurably profound social consciousness.
Watch out Michael Stipe! Lyrics
like these: "Killer pipe! /My pipe
/Smoke pot /Get real baked!"
undoubtedly convey a healthy,
positive message for today's
youth. I know that if I ever have
kids, I will sing the killer pipe
song to them in the cradle.
I recently saw The Rhino
Humpers perform in Lake City,
and let me tell you, the joint was
jumping! Hundreds of fans
showed their enthusiasm and appreciation by moshing fervently.
(Though I'm not sure that that's a
true indication of reverence in

Tacoma's Rhino Humpers prove there's
more to Washington than Seattle

this case, as I have frequently
hypothesized that most residents
of Western Washington between
the ages of twelve and twenty
would probably slam dance at
Phantom of the Opera or The
Nutcracker.)

One of the first shows the
Humpers ever played was as opening act for Nirvana, which Coloff
describes as "Insane!" They've
also played with Soundgarden,
The War Babies and they've even
done a gig or two with (gasp!)
Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse.
Anybody who lives in the general
Tacoma area and is not blind
knows that these guys are one of
the hardest working groups
around. One literally cannot go a
week without seeing posters for
their latest show plastered all over
the place.
"Do they work day jobs to help
make ends meet?" you ask. Why
no, they make a sizable enough
income from their music alone.
"It's like this," Rouse asserts,
"we don't have to work at Taco
Bell, but we eat there a lot."
The Humpers have received lots
of praise and attention from the
press lately, partly due to the success of their winning demo tape,
Bra For Life. Doting devotees
from all over the country have
been hassling them to play in
such far-off places as Maine and
North Carolina. They even got THE RHINO HUMPERS ARE drummer "Daddy-0" Fries, vocalist
the opportunity to hang out with Vince Reyes, bassist Jeff Rouse and guitarist Brian Coloff.
Mr. Long-tongue-man himself,
Gene Simmons, on their most regether and goes on a reunion tour,
they're really content with the
cent tour.
they're first on the list to be the
way things are going for them
"Yeah, we went up to him and
opening band.
now. I asked them what's in store
said, 'We're the Rhino Humpers
The Rhino Humpers certainly
for the future.
and this is our hat!' And he put it
have achieved a lot in their threeColoff informed me, "Uh, toon!" Rouse declares. Rumor has
and-a-half year existence, and
night we're having pot roast."
it that if Kiss ever gets back to-

Just say NO to capitalism and sexism
By Sara Freeman
Staff Socialist
Judge a society by how it treats
women.

Discussing feminism, sexism,
capitalism and socialism may not
sound like the typical weekend
amusement, but the Women's
House, a U.P.S. theme house,
and several other students were a
willing audience to an amazing
lecture on just these subjects Saturday the 9th.
"Eastern European Women Say
NO to Capitalism and Sexism," a
lecture and forum sponsored by
Tacoma Radical Women, enlightened its audience with eyewitness accounts of travels and research in the newly capitalist
countries of Eastern Europe.
The bulk of the presentation
covered the travels and revelations of Adrienne Weller and Su
Docekal, members of Radical
Women who made a nine-week
tour to research the status of Eastem European women. But an
important related issue also concerned the members of Tacoma's
Radical Women chapter. The setting of the foum provided an opportunity for them to publicize
the fact that Sandy Nelson, chairperson of the Radical Women's
Forum and writer for Tacoma's
Morning News Tribune, was demoted to a non-writing, copyediting position in retaliation for
her off-duty political activism.
Nelson, a lesbian activist, and the
ACLU are suing the MNT over
this free speech issue.
After Nelson spoke for a moment, the lecture and slide show
began. Weller and Docekal cov-

ered most of Eastern Europe in
their nine weeks, stopping at
Leningrad and Moscow in the
former Soviet Union, Tallinn in
Estonia, Warsaw in Poland,
Prague and Zdar in the Czech
Republic, Belgrade in Serbia,
Zagreb in Croatia and Cologne
and Berlin in Germany. Their
mission was to distribute as much
of the Radical Women literature,
which had been translated into
Russian, as they could. They
aimed to meet and talk with feminist groups, students, lesbians,
anti-Nazi leaders and labor unionists.
Weller, a native New Yorker
who teaches at Oregon Health
Sciences University, gave an
opening overview, and then
Weller and Docekal discussed
their experiences country by country. One of the nitty-gritty ideas
covered in their discussion was
an illumination of the difference
between Stalinist bureaucracy and
socialism—the former is destructive while the latter is beneficial.

They also talked
about how the advent of capitalism
means the advent of
sexism, and that
democratic socialism
tied with internationalism is the only political solution viable
for all the countries
of the world.
Overview
Weller outlined the
labyrinthine political
situation in the former
Soviet Union to
clarify the differences
between the analysis
we receive in the western media
and the complex attitudes of the
Russian citizens. The primary
point Weller made was that
Yeltsin and the Parliament are
both pro-capitalist.
She argued that Yeltsin is not
acrusader against the leftover
hardline of the Communist regime. The argument between
Yeltsin and Parliament is about
how fast capitalist systems will
be implemented. The people
Weller and Docekal talked to all
voted for Yeltsin, but none of
them supported him. They perceive both Yeltsin and the Parliament as gangsters who will sell
the government out to private interests.
Docekal then painted a picture
of the general status of women in
Eastern Europe. She says that the
women of Eastern Europe are
skilled, educated and confident
because they've been in the workplace for years. Now, women are
losing jobs because of the capitalist systems, and capitalism is tell-

ing them that they are valuable
only as a mothers or sex objects.
As a result, women are demoralized and many are quickly approaching new lows of poverty.
In Russia, women are working
with toxic chemicals in order to
earn money. In Estonia, single
mothers and their children are
developing third world nutrition
deficiencies. In each country the
situation varies slightly.
Russia
In Russia, Weller and Docekal
found that sexist propaganda is
intense. Russian working women
are being told they are "too
strong," that they are emasculating the men of Russia and making
them gay. The Moscow Gender
Center has sponsored two international conferences on the status of working women because
women's salaries have fallen from
70% to 40% of mens'. Weller
and Docekal purport that women

Now women are
losing jobs because of the capitalist systems...
are under ideological and economic attack because the capitalist structures need an excuse to
send home the 50% of the population they cannot provide jobs
for. Capitalism in Russia has
failed to bring the improvement
in the national standard of living
that it promised, and now it is
balancing the budget on the backs
of women.

Estonia
In the newly formed country of
Estonia, Wel ler and Docekal studied the city of Tallinn. Here they
met up with the Estonian Social
Democratic Women's Clubs who
hold to the belief that you can
reform capitalism to be a humancentered system. Weller and
Docekal commented that the Estonian women were very proud of
their new independence and their
participation in the"singing revolution" that brought Estonian nationalism to the forefront of political thought. However, Weller
indicated that this rising nationalism has a flip side: the rise of
Neo-Nazism. Anti-Semitic
groups are springing up in new
countries like Estonia just as they
are re-appearing in Germany and
Poland.
Poland
When Weller and Docekal arrived in Poland, they were greeted
by a train station full of homeless
people. Homelessness is a new
phenomenon in Poland. They also
saw posters everywhere advertising the 'rhythm method' of birth
control. Abortion rights have recently been lost in Poland, and
Docekal and Weller report that
both men and women are furiously angry at the Pope for interfering in their private lives.
Poland, which, with the help of
Solidarity, was the first Eastern
European country to shake off
Stalinism, has also been the first
to re-adopt socialism. In the last
election, the old Parliament was
entirely re-elected. Weller and
Docekal say the people of Poland
are saying "NO" to privatization.

see SEXISM page 6
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A capella extraordinaires hit the Rotunda
By Michelle Melrose
Guest Writer
On Tuesday, October 12, The
Trenchcoats, an all-male a capella
group, dazzled its audience in the
Rotunda. The gentlemen who
make up the Trenchcoats are
Jamie Dieveney, Joe Mele, Doug
Wisness and Kerry Dahlcn.
All four Trenchcoats hail from
the Seattle-Tacoma area and have
taken their unique a capella style
to college campuses and other
venues throughout the Northwest
and the rest of the United States
for almost seven years.
Their style is influenced by another all-male a capella act, the
Nylons, but the Trenchcoats are
reputed to far surpass their inspirations in talent and originality.
"We're trying to start with regu-

SEXISM from page 5
Capitalism cannot provide the
social security of health care, education and child care that communism could. Even doctors and
teachers arc fighting capitalism
because it takes money away from
hospitals and schools.
Czech Republic
Docekal lived in the Czech Republic earlier in her life and speaks
Czech fluently. Her family background is in this country. It was
here that they found that birth
control and abortions are still legal but no longer provided for by
health insurance.
Further, there are no laws for
alimony and child support to help
the growing number of divorced
women who are unemployed raise
their children. These laws do not
exist because taking care of children by insuring the future used
to be part of the state's responsibility. In fact, state-run preschools still exist, and they are
the best part of the old system.
Weller and Docekal visited a preschool in the Czech countryside.
It was well-run and beautifully
equipped. These are the parts of
the old system that people do not
want to give up.
Just as in Russia, women are
under ideological attack
here.They're being told to quit
getting abortions, divorces or jobs.
This has
lead to an
increase in
poverty
among
women,
correlating
with a sharp
increase in
prostitution
in the Czech
Republic.
Neo-Nazism is raising its ugly
head in the Czech Republic as
well. Here it is directed toward
the Romani (Gypsies). Romani
make up 6% of the Czech population and have been the target of
much skinhead violence. However, the Romani have long been
a target of any government in
power; the old regime was sterilizing Romani women up until
1988.
Serbia
In Serbia, Weller and Docekal
met the Women in Black, a feminist, anti-nationalist, anti-war
organization.The members of
Women in Black reflect the population of Bosnia and Serbia, where
there are many mixed ethnicities
and many mixed marriages. The
Women in Black are pro-socialist
and anti-Stalinist. They believe
that capitalism is the cause of the

lar do-wop and take it to a different level," explains Jamie
Dieveney, one of the Trenchcoats'
singers.
So what kind of crowds do the
Trenchcoats draw?
"The nice thing about a capella
music is the diversity of it. We
have an ability to reach out to all
different audiences," comments
Dieveney.
This proved true, as fans young
and young-at-heart gathered and
grooved to the incredible sounds
produced in the Rotunda. The
Trenchcoats' set consisted mainly
of cover tunes, but these songs
had style. From The Stray Cats to
Devo, everything was choreographed to perfection.
The Trcnchcoats introduced
themselves in a songlike fashion,
involving the audience every step
inter-racial hatred and warfare
plaguing Bosnia, Serbia and
Croatia. Weller and Docekal affirm that capitalism has long encouraged and rewarded "divide
and conquer" techniques.
Weller and Docekal also pointed
out that the United States now has
a trade embargo in effect against
Serbia, and that it is hurting the
people. They are running out of
chemicals to purify their water; in
fact, they are running out of everything. Docekal says the embargo only serves to further the
racial war.
Croatia
Anything progressive in Croatia
has come under attack lately; even
progressive music has been
banned. Weller and Docekal visited with a lesbian organization
called Legma here. They also discovered that the government that
currently seems to be ravingly
capitalistic is made up of the same
people who formed the government before the capitalist revolution.
Germany
Weller and Docekal visited
Germany last, on the spur of the
moment. They found Berlin to be
a powderkeg, full of discontent
with capitalism and people grumbling that the damn wall might as
well go back up.
The status of women is not as
perilous as that of ethnic minorities in Germany, although
Weller and
Docekal
did visit the
women's
caucus of
the steel
workers
union that is
now fighting against sexual harassment.
Ethnicity in Eastern Germany
is still a tender wound. Romani
are being deported en masse, and
established minorities such as the
Kurds and the Turks are wondering if they should stick their necks
out for newer, vulnerable immigrants from Asia and Africa.
Conclusion
Inspired by their visit, Docekal
and Weller passed their energy
on to the audience. They reminded
the crowd of students and activists that they have a responsibility
as United States citizens, and especially as feminists, to act. The
women of Eastern Europe are not
cynical or corrupt, and they believe in organizing to improve the
world. They are eager to know
more about the feminist movement in the United States so they
will not repeat the same mistakes.

The old regime was
sterilizing Romani
women up until
1988

of the way. The crowd loved it,
judging by the packed Rotunda
and hoards of observers hanging
out near the doors, causing a major traffic jam for anyone who
desired access to the SUB conveyor belt.
When the Trenchcoats finished
the set, choruses of applause and
"Right on!" echoed through the
building, signifying a successful
performance.
As I meandered to class after
the show, I found myself singing
"Whip It" by Devo...Trenchcoats
style. Snapping fingers and all.
If you missed Tuesday's performance, check out the local
Seattle-Tacoma venues and try to
catch a Trenchcoats show sometime in this lifetime. They're more
than your average barbershop
quartet.
Trenchcoats make finger-snapping good music here at Puget Sound.

Landmark theater gets a new life
By Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

The Bijou Theater is changing
hands.
For most of the century the theater has been both a mainstay of
the scenic Proctor district and a
local oasis for students looking
for a cheap movie house. A combination of fairly recent-run films,
the low $3 ticket pnce aria an
ambient old-style atmosphere has
made the theater a classic Tacoma
hangout.
Now the theater is being renovated, remodeled and thoroughly
cleaned. In mid November, most
likely during the week of the 14th
through the 20th, the theater will
reopen as the Blue Mouse Theater.
The theater's renovations include ceiling repairs, a restoration of the original facade and a
general clean up of the dilapidated building. The newly reopened theater will be open seven
days a week, a departure from the
They are glad to know that American feminists do not hate men,
and that they are concerned with
the state of working women in
Eastern Europe.
The people of Eastern Europe
as a whole, according to Weller
and Docekal, are proud of bringing down Stalinist bureaucracy,
but now feel cheated and betrayed
by capitalism. The people of the
United States could certainly do
with some of this attitude.

previous "closed Mondays"
policy. There is also the possibility of children's matinees on Saturdays.
To kick off its reopening, the
theater will celebrate the
building's 70th anniversary. The
theater was originally built in 1923

when it was known as the "Proctor Blue Mouse."
Originally showing silent movies, the Blue Mouse is the oldest
continuously operating theater in
Washington according to Blue
Mouse Associates, Inc., the
theater's new management.
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WHAT TO EAT Senior and
Student
Discounts!

Mon - Sat
11 am - 9 pm

`Netiteaotele Reazuvraot

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.

Food

2514 N. Proctor

TO COI

T aco ma

756-5092 1

TELL YOUR PARENTS
TO GET
AWAY

The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(and GRE)CO
Next LSAT classes be:in October 2, 5, 6. & 7.
Next GRE class 5.gins October 18.
`?-jangles not drawn to scale unless otherwise ind:c?,ed.

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175
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October 15th through 22nd

0Compiled by Maija Blaufuss

A & E Assistant

Friday,Oct. 15

Friday, Oct. 22

The University Wind Ensemble will be playing at Kilworth Chapel (UPS) at 8 p.m. The
show is conducted by Robert Musser and presented by the University of Puget Sound
School of Music. The concert features guest flute soloist Karla Flygare. The performance is
free of charge.
Righteous Mothers and The Therapy Sisters will be playing at the Antique Sandwich
Co. The Righteous Mothers have been a local favorite for a number of years and the Therapy
Sisters have been labeled as playing a kind of "Nouveau/Urban/Psycho/Swing/Folk." The
show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance for $8. Call 752-4069
for ticket reservations and information.

Saturday, Oct. 16

Yah Yah Littleman, a "San Francisco grunge/alternative band," is playing at noon in the
Great Hall (UPS). Thanks to ASUPS Showcase, the show is FREE.
The Jacobsen Series continues with Westphalia, Lisbon, Paris, Buenos Aires and
Venice, an evening of work by Bernstein. The concert will conclude with the complete
performance of Bemstein's Candide . The show will be presented in Jacobsen Recital Hall
(UPS) at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 general and $4 for students/seniors. Call 756-3419 for more
information.
Holly Graham and Sam Weis will be playing at the Antique Sandwich Co. The show
starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance for $6. Call 752-4069 for
ticket reservations and information.

Gallery Concerts-Dualing Harpischords includes the performance of Jillon Stoppels Discount Movie Guide
Dupree and Byron Schenkman who will present works by Bach, Krebs, Mozart and others.
The performance will be held at the Queen Anne United Presbyterian Church in Seattle.
CAMPUS FILMS is playing A Fish Called Wanda on Friday, Oct. 22 through
Show starts at 8 p.m. and is $14 general admission, $10 students/seniors. Call the Early Sunday, Oct. 24. The movie plays at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and
Music Guild at 325-7066 for tickets and other show times.
8:30 p.m. on Sunday. The movie will show in McIntyre 003 (UPS). The cost is $1 with
ID, $2 without.
Sunday, Oct. 17
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS- The following arc playing this weekend: Hard Target,
Heart
and Soul, Snow White, Free Willy, So I Married an Axe-Murderer and Meteor
and
Joyce
Yarrow.
World Jazz Festival- Multi-media Journeys with New Stories Trio
This group was this year's winner of the Earshot "Golden Ear Award" for Best Acoustic Jazz Man. Call 565-6100 for movie times and lengths. All shows, all times are $1. Tacoma
Group. The show will be at Dimitriou's Jazz Alley in Seattle and is presented by Earshot West Cinemas is located on 1802 S. Mildred St.
AMC- The following are playing this weekend:The Program, The Good Son, Mr.
Jazz. Tickets are $10. Call 547-6763 for more information.

Wonderful, Demolition Man, For Love or Money, Cool Runnings, Mr. Jones, A Bronx
Tale, Undercover Blues and The Secret Garden. Call 565-7000 for movie times and
lengths. All evening shows arc $3.50 for students with ID. AMC is located at 2208 Mildred
Festival of Animation- Spike & Mike's Sick and Twisted is playing at the King St.
Performance Center in Seattle at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 in advance, $7 at the door. Call
RIALTO THEATRE- On Fri726-2736 for other times and dates. Festival plays every day at least once. Call TicketMaster
day, October 15, the Rialto will be
at 628-0888 to buy tickets in advance.
showing The Sound of Music at 7
p.m. Next week is the double feature
Tuesday, Oct. 19
The Defiant Ones and Gentleman's
$2 ACOUSTIC NIGHT at the Victory Club, featuring Baby Blue. The Victory Club is Agreement , showing on Thursday,
located at 2803 6th Ave. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. and is 21 & over. Call 572-8706 for more October 21. Defiant Ones will be
information.
playing at 7 p.m. and Gentleman's
Agreement will be playing at 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 20
The cost for the double feature and
The Sound of Music is $5. The
The United States/Mexico Border: An Historical View from Both Sides , part of the Guild Rialto Theatre is located at 310 South
Lecture Series, will be presented by Dr. William Richardson, Director of Liberal Studies 9th St. Call 591-5894 for more inforat the University of Washington, Tacoma. Located at the Tacoma Art Museum, the
mation.
presentation begins at noon. Call the museum at 272-4258 for prices and information.

Monday, Oct. 18

Thursday, Oct. 21
REGGAE- The Ganja Farmers will be at the Victory Club, located at 2803 6th Ave.
Show starts at 9:30 p.m. and is 21 & over. Call 572-8706 for more information.

Beavis and Butthead, part of Spike
& Mike's Sick and Twisted Festival
of Animation playing this month.
See October 18 for details.

UNCENSORED !

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ex.75

Mac SE 4 MB memory
Imagewriter 2 Printer
7.0 Word, 5.0 Excel,
games and more $900
negotiable 752-2901

USED CD'S!
Very attractive prices on hi g h q uality
merchandise. We have j ewelry , cameras, TV's, VCR's,
stereos and much,
much more!
Save Mone y
Friendl y Service

SOUTH TACOMA
JEWELRY & LOAN

Peace Corps
UPS Career Fair
Rotunda SUB

Wed., Oct 27, 11 am-2pm

5225 South Tacoma Way • 472-8920

RECRUITING NOW FOR THE

EXCITING NEW OPENINGS
FOR FALL '94
Education
Business
Health
Natural Resources
Environment

JAPAN EXCHANGE AND TEACHING PROGRAM
*Qualifications: American citizen, best suited for those
under 35 years of age, earned a B.A. degree by 8/94.
*Position begins: August 1994. One year commitment.
*Salary: 3,600,000 yen approximately.
*Benefits: Air fare, housing assistance, health insurance.
*Application deadline: Mid-December, 1993.
Applications will be available in October through the
Consulate-General of Japan at Seattle. For more information,
please contact the following address:
601 Union St., Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101

(206) 224-4374

Interviews
Interviews for summer/fall '94 openings will be held Nov 10. To schedule
an appointment, call the Career Center, 756-3337. (Note: You must bring a
completed application to the interview)

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.

Brooklyn, New York 11230

H INFORMAIVI

Largest Library of Information in U.S
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Cataloq Today voth V , sa

Mr or r(") ,

800-351-0222
Or, rush $2 00 to, Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave #206 A. Los Angeles. CA 90025
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A picture plus a thousand words . • . more or less.
He drug that guitar
from here to LA
on a Harley that purred in a way
he liked.
He drank enough. He smoked a lot
and the nights were
the nights were days.
The anger came in fits.
he'd lighf till he_got (it) lit.
The Harleys are gone. The guitar remains.
He'll play till he makes it
purr.

And the strings take my fingers and soar on the wind
and I follow unconsciously, knowing they know
that the chords that fall slowly and notes that fire fast
will shatter like marbles, bursting in a vivid spray
over around through and under the ears of the listeners,
poised like armies at the edge of the battlefield,
waiting for orders: advance, retreat, hold, entrench, fire,
and die.

My friend
You listen so well
My pain is yours
Music is our language
Our bond
We are one
You and me
Let's play some rockn-roll

ureavi do!
hat kind ol musicis
at?
op cp't hear a damn
mg;
ou call that imisic?
mars noyadqys!
gooDoce 01 Or times
reds
a misundeotaqding
of communication,

AM OMNIPOTENT
YOU HAVE PLACED ME
HERE
MY CHORDS FLOG YOUR
SUBMISSIVE SOULS
YEARN FOR WHAT IS UNATTAINABLE
AND PAY HOMAGE
TO THIS GOD.

Ilan Angwin

"Steve"
BENEATh ThE RhyThM ANd SOUNd
LighTly OVER STRINGS A
youNq MAN pulls his FINGERS
INSpIREd by A BEEPER

ThE MOTION of SOUNd
dEfTly MOVES ACROSS his FACE
slidiNg OVER his skiN likE
ThE SWEAT ThAT

soAks his shiRT ANd socks.

INSTINCT TO CREATE
hE gRiNdS his hip INTO
ThE qUITAR, his INSTRUMENT.
HE AdROITly hOldS, IN his

WE BEAR ThE MUSIC
WE SEE ThE INSTRUMENT
WE FEEL ThE MUSICIAN
his EXpRESSIONS A MANIFESTATION
OF OUR OWN VISCERAL
NEEdS ANd luck, VIE
CAN plAy.

FEET hANd, ThE bRidgE
CONNECTING diSTANCE ANd

ThoughT, mElody ANd
NECESSITY, ANd IN his miNd
ThE fEEdbACk pLAys SWEETER
ThAN CORN fRESVily pickEd ON
A WARM SUMMER dAy.

We ea)-3 .-r see 'Coo cl-eca.AT
nor hear z1-,e music you pt.c.:r.
Come otxr of r1-$e stwxclows

and tr3ro z1-+e 1_191-1r.
Ler me see Tour face

v4A, a Fil/aati, 4‘41
541‘Ace--tated,
Peopte a4e Avrh,d, 444 ‘6444A,A,
fi 4t ta4,, 41C11Ar al 1,4% , OtAt 414„oe,
fi44 41-taices a 0{444 a 41,

Witat4
fitt

41",..
4404-tp ailat444 /tA,e 4<441,,e.

"Alvw tgat4 41‘,144Ve
1 4,u/A 441,Ve.

4,1444kix
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Le,'

"Hat,?"

and 6ecu- your voice.
we paid $32.50, didn't we?
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Between the cracks
❑ y David Franzen
Features Editor
The University years are a time
of stress for everybody. We
struggle with demands on our
academic, and social time. The
late night discussion about the
meaning of life are enshrined as

She gets out of class and heads toward her
car. A light afternoon drizzle puts a damper
on a day that's already been a stresser.
Ahead lies a commute home and a night of
studying. But she's got to make a few stops—
like at the grocery store, to comb the isles
and her imagination, trying to come up with
an idea for dinner— and at the day care to
pick up her daughter.

(above)
Student-parents have to
balance their time, energy and emotions between studying and
spending time with their
children.
(inset)
Those committed to
school, however, are
convinced they have
found the key to a better
future for them and their
family by returning to
school.

tradition— almost a requisite experience. The same can be said
for the capricious car trek, the
class we take simply in the name
of liberal education, athletics and
endless hours spent "bonding"
with roommates.
Compared to the demands of
parenthood, these cherished undergraduate demands lack substance. Not only, does the responsibility of raising children eliminate time that could be spent picking the more exotic fruits of liberal education, but place much
more inflexible demands on students minds, bodies and souls.
Jeanne Riggs has an eleven year
old daughter, Jade. Now in her
second year at U.P.S.. and in the
occupational therapy program,
Riggs is a single mother. Like

Student-Parents are a small, n
with big problems and little hel
other mothers at U.P.S. she feels
the demands of motherhood and
scholarship are often at odds.
"I'll get used to it, but it's really, really stressful. I feel guilty
because I'm not always available
for her [my daughter]. Even when
I'm home I'm either reading or
memorizing, always," she said.
Kathy Anderson is also a single
mother in the OT program and
has a ten year old daughter, Kia.
She drops Kia off at a friend's
house on her way to U.P.S. in the
mornings, from where Kia heads
off to fifth grade.
"If she gets sick and I'm here,
there's no way of contacting me,
and no one to pick her up," she
said.
Anderson and Riggs have special problems raising their children alone. Anderson said that
for her friends that are married,
their husbands help out. But married mothers at U.P.S. are still
busy.
Tamara White will Graduate in
December with a degree in English Literature. She has one child
and is pregnant right now. She
and her husband switch off taking
care of their child. Each semester
she's had to balance her class
load and work schedule at the
City of Tacoma with parenting.
The non-traditional student at
U.P.S., that is he or she older than
the average age of about 23, is in
the minority, and students with
children in this group are most
likely to belong to this group.
Like other older students, parents
are faced with the special challenge of not fitting into the social
and academic world, but they also
have special challenges.
The purpose here is not to
broadly characterize any group
of students, complain, or suggest
specific programs, but simply to
tell the story of one type of student who has fallen through the
cracks and is often invisible to the
campus at-large.
The day care situation is one of
the first complaints to come from
these women's lips. Right now
U.P.S. provides no services of
this kind. For students with children finding a place for the kids to
go before or after school when
they're still at school is a hassle
and an economic challenge.
White suggested parents use a
service she's found useful, the
city's Child Care Resource and
Referral line (591-2025.) She
said it helps parents find affordable and accessible child care.
Both Anderson and Riggs rely
on neighbors and friends. Riggs
sends Jade to a sitter across the
street, Jackie.
"I would probably be in Westem State [the mental hospital,
not another school] if it wasn't
for Jackie. I pay her well, because it's worth it," she said.
"Having someone real dependable and cool with your kid helps
as far as alleviating stress."
Actually bringing children to
school with them, is sometimes
another alternative, or necessity
for these students, but not a popular one. The attitude toward this is
perceived as negative. Both

Anderson and Riggs are transfer
students from Green River Community College in Auburn, where
there are many more older students than at U.P.S.
"Instructors at Green River
seemed much more willing to allow kids to come to class," Anderson said.
"When she [Riggs' daughter,
Jade] has a day off from school—
which seems like every week this
fall," said Riggs, "I have to make
other arrangements, or take her
with me."
Sometimes, according to Riggs,
her daughter will work on her
own homework in the library, but
bringing Jade to class is a tricky
situation. "It's real difficult to
tell... but I don't think it's a real
welcome thing."
Some kind of daycare would
help. Even just a Children's section of the Library is something
Riggs feels would help. Anderson thinks something like a support group or a women's center
would help, inasmuch as it would
be a place to find out about options and what other mothers are
doing.
According to Bob Stremba in
the Counseling Center, a group
for older students called SAGE
once did exist. Interest waned, as
the number of older students decreased. The Counseling Center
can help student parents deal with
stress, time management and other
problems, as it provide for all
students. Stremba also said that
the center would reinstate a support group if there was interest in
doing so.
Another source of help might
be the Learning Center, although
Riggs said she has experienced
difficulty getting a tutoring appointment that fit her schedule.
As it does for all students, the
Learning Center can help polish
skills and provide tutoring. Two
generalizations made about older
students are that they may be intimidated returning to school, or
need to polish some skills.
Sharlyn Russell, a Learning
Skills Counselor, herself returned
to school, after being away for 15
years. Now serving as a coun-

selor she addresses what she considers to be common concerns
and possible solutions in an "Open
Letter to Older Adult Students."
Russell says that social support
structures crumble for returning

students, as they no longer
with their old friends and
colleagues at school. Also
says that new confines on
put stress on interpersonal
tionships and that returning
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rly invisible group

whereas transfer students are generally local.
"They are not able to make a
move to another part of the country, but looking for a high caliber
liberal arts program... they are
not drawn to UW Tacoma yet, or
to City College, so in Tacoma,
P.L.U. and U.P.S. are the only
option," he said.
It is this quality, and also specific programs, like the Masters
of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program and occupational therapy
that draw those older transfer students it does. Copeland estimates
that there are pockets of non-traditional students at Puget Sound,
drawn to the school by very specific reasons. However, it is certainly not the services Puget
Sound provides to student parents that draws them.
"Most graduate students typically have families. Depending
on children's age that [lack of
services] may preclude students
from coming here if they have to
find a place for a two to three year
old. We also don't have a strong
organization for (non traditional)
students. Some students are looking for that camaraderie," he said.
This hold true for White who
looked at both U.P.S. and P.L.U.

This semester is a lot more intense. We'll get it worked out, but
I can see her attitude changing,
then I get angry. It's really exasperating."
Riggs also said she recently had
to break up with her boyfriend,
because she needed more time to
spend studying and with Jade.
Even though she thought a day
care or support group might help,
she was concerned that a day care
might still mean walking home
with her daughter at night; she
said, "If I had time for a support
group, I would rather spend more
time with her."
One problem with trying to find
solutions to the problems studentparents face is that they are, and
will probably remain to bc, a small
minority.
"My biggest complaint is that
the University caters predominantly to 19 year olds who live
here," says Riggs.
Often parent-students find lab
work very hard to schedule, especially if they have to commute.
Gaps in the middle of the day
between classes are frustrating,
and the absence of night classes
may discourage many people
from coming here in the first place.
Riggs analysis is essentially

Russell concludes her open letter with words of admiration and
encouragement. Going back to
school, and coping in school with
a family is tough, but "highly
personally rewarding... [and] just
plain fun," she writes. The mothers at Puget Sound are making
great sacrifices to be here, and are
confident about their futures. After she has had her baby, White
faces a choice between two interests: teaching, and social work.
Anderson, has just begun in the
occupational therapy program and
Riggs is starting to see the light at
the end of the OT tunnel.
"When I get my first paycheck
after I graduate, I'm going to give
Jade $200, take her to the mall,
and say: `go for it, you deserve
it, — she said.

(middle)
The demands of
university life can
overpower family
time.
(below)
Some student-parents
may feel alone going
back to school.
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dents often have concerns about
academic performance. As a result, and suddenly finding themselves surrounded by younger
faces, older students may also
feel alienated, lonely, or like a
"fish out of water."
"I'm the oldest one in all my
classes," said Anderson. "I don't
feel real comfortable."
White is younger than Anderson and Riggs. Before she started
a family she went to Whitman.
She was 25 when she returned.
"I was a little nervous at first,
and afraid I had forgotten stuff,
but also really excited. Because
I'd gone to Whitman, to me coming here was like coming home,"
White said. "I was surprised that
I wasn't really that much older.
At Whitman it was really noticeable if you were older than 22 or
23. In one class there was one
older, retired person and everyone else was 18 to 22— it was a
lot more stigmatized at Whitman."

White seems confident, and
upbeat about having handled her
juggling act as mother, wife, employee and student— what
Russell calls "trying to wear so
many hats." She's concerned now
about how being a mother might
cause problems, after she graduates.
"Right now I'm concerned
about the cost of loans, especially
because of the baby. I'll have to
take time off from working," she
said.
Anderson and Riggs articulated
concerns over not being able to
spend enough time with their
daughters.
"I have to take time to spend
with her [Kia]. When I'm just
sitting there studying, she'll get
into something, or watch a TV
program I don't want her to, or
stay up too late," Anderson said.
Riggs said, "She's [Jade] is mad.
She told me last night she was
sick of me not being available.

true, all the way down to admissions practices. The average age
of college students nation wide is
in the low thirties. Students who
are "non-traditional" at U.P.S. are
more like the mainstream students
at other universities. Journals like
The Chronicle of Higher Education, and The Educational Forum have documented concerns
over the "new ecology of the classroom," and debates over changes
in curriculum practices and the
economic effects due to the influx of more older students into
Universities.
Puget Sound, however, has remained relatively untouched by
these developments. There is no
real economic need for U.P.S. to
cater to the needs of older students or student-parents, because
there are plenty of applications
and tuition dollars coming in from
younger students.
According to Scott Copeland,
Assistant Director of Admissions,
three phenomenon are primarily
responsible for this: the Universities high retention rate, its selectivity, and the fact that it is not
trying to grow. The University
used to need to bring in more
transfer students to make up for
students who left the school. Now
the retention rates are higher, and
there are more and more applicants every year. There are also
many more out of state students,

She gets home and spares forty-five minutes on
dinner and with her daughter— unfortunetly they
have an arugment. Nevertheless, it's straight to
her room to study until late that night.
The next morning she'll have to get up early,
drag he daughter out of bed, get her ready for
school and off to the sitters' .
The long commute gets her to class by eigt Her
last class in in the afternoon.She tries to make
the most of the time in between classes studying,
before the whole stressful cycle begins again.
Despite special services, however,
she felt more comfortable with this
school.
"People at U.P.S. seemed friendlier, everyone seemed accommodating," she said.
The Occupational therapy drew
Anderson and Riggs, but Puget
Sound may be facing some competition on this front in the future.
Riggs said she looked at a new
school offering a similar program
in Casper Wyoming, which would
have been an easier choice, given
her situation. She chose to come
here because of prestige.
"I knew it would be two years of
pure hell, but I wanted my resume
to say that my diploma came from
U.P.S." Riggs said.
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Football comes close, but ties Western Oregon
Olson has "career day" with 177 yards rushing
By Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor
The Puget Sound football team
returned from a disappointing
Oregon road trip to Baker Stadium on Saturday in search of its
first victory of the season.
They didn't get the win, but did
avert their fourth loss in 1993 by
tying Western Oregon State College 21-21.
"You don't play the game to tie
it, you play it to win," said head
coach Ross Hjelseth. "But we did
come back, and we're pleased
with the game."
Down 21-7 with under twelve
minutes left in regulation, Puget
Sound came up with two consecutive strong drives to tie the

again and forced another Western Oregon punt, but returners
Mark Acohido and Chris Allen
let the punt bounce over their
heads.

"We were encouraged by this game.
A lot of facets of the
game were positive,
and things look
good as we head
into league play."
—Ross Hjelseth

score.
The first came after a strong
defensive stand. The Wolves had
intercepted a Chris Schlecht pass
at midfield, but the defense refused to give up.
Roland Schendel batted away a
Chris Furst pass and then the Loggers stopped running back Bill
Volk for no gain. After Furst threw
away another pass, the Wolves
were forced to punt.
After Schlecht completed a
nine-yard pass to tight end Christian McDonald, the sophomore
quarterback rushed for eight more
yards. A late-hit penalty on the
Wolves gave the Loggers 15 additional yards and the ball at
midfield.
Three plays later, running back
Aaron McCoy carried the ball 10
yards for the touchdown.
Unfortunately, Craig Kuntz
missed the extra point and left the
Loggers down by eight, 21-13,
with nine minutes remaining.
Puget Sound's defense held

The ball rolled to the Puget
Sound 1-yard line and put a lot of
field between them and a touchdown.
But after the next play, the seemingly insurmountable distance had
disappeared. Sophomore running
back J ustin Olson took the handoff
at the one and was off to the races.
Before he was done, he had picked
up 95 yards.
"That was definitely a big turnaround in the game," said
Hjelseth.
"We were well pleased with the
performance of the offensive line
on that play."
The rush was the second-longest from scrimmage in Puget
Sound history; it is just shy of the
96-yard record set in 1958 by
Ron Suslick. Olson led all rushers in the game with 177 yards.
McCoy took the ball into the
end zone two plays later.

But the Loggers were still down
by two, forcing a successful twopoint conversion try on a wellscripted Schlecht-to-McDonald
misdirection play that tied the
score.
Puget Sound and Western Oregon then traded possessions and
punts. With 1:32 left, the Wolves
had the ball on their own 10-yard
line.
On the WOSC drive, Furst completed a key third down pass to
Brad Smith, good for a 23-yard
gain and a first down at the Westem 38-yard line.
Two plays later, linebacker
Rodney Emmons came up with
the big interception, and returned
the ball 18 yards to the Western
Oregon 24-yard line with 32 ticks
left on the clock.
After McCoy was held to no
gain, Schlecht intentionally
spiked the ball to stop the clock
with 13 seconds left. The Loggers had trouble getting a play
called, and Schlecht was forced
to call for the last time out.
On the third-and-ten play,
Schlecht had to scramble and was
finally brought down for a sixyard loss. The clock ran out before the Loggers could get the
field goal unit on the field.
"On that play, we wanted
Schlecht to either throw the ball
away or into the end zone for the
touchdown," said Hjelseth. "Unfortunately, he got caught for the
sack."
The tie put the Loggers at 0-3-1
as they head into Mt. Rainier
League play next week at Simon
Fraser.
"We were encouraged by this
game," Hjelseth said. "A lot of
facets of the game were positive,
and things look good as we head
into league play."

Freshman running back Justin Olson heads upfield on his fourth
quarter 95-yard rush. Olson had a game-high 177 yards on 18 rushes.
McCoy rushed for 96 yards,
just shy of his third 100-yard rushing performance of the season.
"Anytime you can pick up six
yards per carry, you know your
offense is doing the right things,"
said Hjelseth. "That's a credit to
our offensive line," he added, alluding to last week's dismal performance at Eastern Oregon.
Field goal kicking, however,
persisted to be a problem. Kuntz

also missed a 29-yard field goal
in the first quarter. Backup kicker
Steve Turella had a 47-yard field
goal blocked in the closing seconds of the first half.
Puget Sound returns to Tacoma
for the Homecoming game on
October 23 against Western
Washington.

Precious seconds tick; indecision leads to tie
A Double
into the
Gap

By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer
With 32 seconds left, Rodney Emmons
gave the students that attended Student
Appreciation Day at Baker Stadium something to appreciate last Saturday — The
Loggers had a bona-fide chance for a victory.
Unfortunately, rather than appreciate the
strength of the Puget Sound football program, most of the students left the stadium
with a bad taste in their mouths despite the
fact that the Loggers did not lose and ended
the game in a tie.
Puget Sound had just knotted the game at
21 on a strong drive that left 1:32 on the
clock. It seemed that the best the Loggers
could do was hold Western Oregon State
College from scoring again, but Emmons'
interception turned everything around.
Emmons, a co-captain linebacker who
started the season on the cover of the game
program but in the coach's doghouse and
on the bench, tipped a pass over the middle
to himself and returned it 18 yards to the

Western Oregon 24-yard line.
With 32 seconds left, the Loggers had a
chance to award their largely negative and
alienated student body with the first victory of the season. Even with the poor
kicking that has hurt the Loggers all season, Puget Sound was still in position to
win with a field goal.
But then came some questionable play
calling and the "miscommunication," as
one player called it.
Hindsight is obviously helpful, but logical reasoning is precious and there didn't
seem to be a rational thought process during the final moments as the Loggers' first
victory of the season laid in the balance.
:32 left; first down and ten. The first
play that was called was a dive to Aaron
McCoy. Until that point, the junior running
back had rushed the ball 15 times for 96
yards. The fact that McCoy had scored all
three Puget Sound touchdowns and that the
Loggers had gained 336 yards out of 481
yards on the ground obviously factored
into the decision to give McCoy the ball.
But with 32 second left? Questionable
call.
No gain.
And precious seconds ran off the clock
while the offense set up for the next play.
:13 left; second down and 10. Quarterback Chris Schlecht spikes the ball to
stop the clock with 13 seconds left. The
only problem was that he wasted more
time, waiting at least three seconds for the
offensive unit to get set before he snapped
the ball.
No gain.
Precious seconds had run off the clock.

Time out. After assembling his offense Schlecht looked to the sideline and
waited for the next offensive play. At least
30 seconds after the last play, Schlecht
burned the final Puget Sound time out to
keep the Loggers from getting a delay of
game penalty.
With 13 seconds left? Questionable call.
No gain.
And by now precious momentum has
been lost with the miscommunication.
:13 left; third down and 10. After
indecision kept Schlecht on the sidelines
for more than the time allowed by a timeout,
the referee and the offensive huddle both
began motioning for Schlecht to return.
The situation was tense enough, and with
Schlecht — the field leader — scampering
back to the huddle, the situation was not
calmed.
The play itself was questionable. According to Schlecht, the primary receiver
was running back Greg Lockett, a sophomore who had run the ball once for five
yards and caught two passes for 24 yards
earlier in the game.
Lockett ran a wheel route to the sideline,
but he was covered and Schlecht couldn't
risk a throw. The other receivers were
covered also.
And to compound the problem, the
Wolves' 6-foot-4, 225-pound Troy
Danielson was coming around the end with
a clear path to the quarterback. Schlecht
had to step up into the pocket, but that was
when he met linebacker Vic Lease and was
sacked.
Six-yard loss.
And precious seconds ran off the clock,

ending the game.
Final score: 21-21.
It wasn't a pretty offensive series.
After the sack Lease was slow in getting
up and held Schlecht down. The Puget
Sound field goal unit was quick in getting
on the field, but there wasn't enough time
to start one more play.
Hjelseth argued that Schlecht was interfered with, but there was no penalty.
The blame for the tie can be spread around
quite easily, but the main problem was the
indecision exhibited by the coaching staff.
With the game left to win or lose, the
Loggers' brass didn't make the decisions
quickly or well. To burn a time-out — a
time-out that would be handy for a field
goal attempt — is bad; to bum that time-out
because of play-calling indecision is inexcusable.
It is true that Schlecht's inexperience
played a big role in the outcome. The
sophomore has started only four collegiate
games and it showed in several places
during the final drive. On second down he
could have spiked the ball quicker, on third
down he should have thrown the ball away.
But a stronger coaching staff would have
provided the stability that could have helped
to overpower his inexperience. From the
imal four plays, I question who the inexperienced parties actually were.
For any student that remained in the
stands for the end of the Student Appreciation game, I am sure they came to appreciate just why the Loggers have yet to win a
game this season.
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X-Ctry wins PLU Invite
Z1By Noah Megowan
Staff Writer
Both men's and women's cross
country won team championships
at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational at Ft. Steilacoom in Tacoma
on Saturday.
The race served as a preview for
the NAIA District 1 Championships, also to be held at Ft.
Steilacoom in November.
And thanks to stellar performances by team leaders Emily
Kellman and Jon Westerman, the
Loggers were victorious.
Kellman took the lead from Seattle Pacific's Shauna Whitener
and never relinquished her hold
on the coveted first place as she
churned to victory safely ahead
of Whitmer in a fast 18:01.
Danita Erickson-Parkhurst and
Wanda Howlett finished fourth
and fifth respectively. Jennifer
Bumingham also raced well and
made it into the day's top ten with
a ninth place performance.
Ever-consistent
Kirsten

Brenkert closed the door on all
opponents with her 15th place
finish as the Loggers' fifth scoring runner. The Logger women
scored only 34 points, easily
ahead of second place Seattle
Pacific's 101 points.
On the men's side, the Loggers
tallied only 39 points ahead of
the 96 points garnered by
Clackamas Community College.
Jon Westerman's fourth place
effort was followed by a pack of
Loggers that sealed up victory
for the men's team. Eric Cook,
Timothy Leary and Josh Montgomery took sixth, seventh and
eighth respectively. The Loggers'
fifth spot was filled by freshman
Greg Fox who held the fast pace
and finished fourteenth.
Saturday's defeat of both Simon
Fraser and Western Washington
should greatly increase the men's
national ranking, which will be
released later this week. The Logger men now have a record of 231 against all NAIA competition.

see X-CTRY page 15
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Volleyball regroups, remains
undefeated in district
egon and District 1 foe Western
Washington.
Puget Sound had the opportunity
avenge Western Washington's

❑By Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor
After failing to win its first tournament of the season over the weekend, the Puget Sound women's
volleyball bounced back and defeated Western Washington at
Bellingham in a key NAIA District 1 match.
The 10th-ranked Loggers saw
their 14-match winning streak
come to a close at the Western
Oregon State College tournament.
After opening the weekend with a
15-2, 15-11 victory over Montana
Tech, Puget Sound was upended
by George Fox in a hard-fought
match by scores of 9-15, 16-14 and
15-12 to end the winning streak.
The Loggers rebounded and beat
Eastern Oregon and Southern Oregon, but then lost to last season's
District 2 champion Western Or-

"Ptiqing this weekend made us realize
the things we had to
work on."
—Janice Lwin
defeat at the tournament and idid
not pass it up on Tuesday night,
upending the Vikings 15-2, 11-15,
15-12 and 15-8.
Junioroutside hitter Heidi Moritz
led all spikers with 14 kills and
also added 12 digs. Sophomore
middle blocker/outside hitter An-

drea Egans had 14 digs, with junior outside hitter Wendy Heusch
digging 12. Sophomore setter
Janice Lwin continued to keep the
offense in motion with 38 assists.
"Playing this weekend made us
realize the things we had to work
on," said Lwin. "One of them was
defense, and we worked on that all
day on Monday."
"The defensive improvement
showed against Western Washington on Tuesday."
The victory left the Loggers
undefeated in the district at 5-0 on
the season and 25-4 overall.
The defending District 1 champs
will be truly tested this week, facing NCAA Division II powerhouse
Portland State in Portland on Friday night. Then, the Loggers return to Memorial Fieldhouse on
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. to face
district rival Central Washington
in another key match.

PRINCIPE ES of SOUND RETIREMEN"F

V ES TING

Women's Soccer—
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Seattle Pacific
University (scrimmage)
Wednesday, 2 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Portland State
University

Men's Soccer—
Tuesday, 3 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Hawaii Pacific
College
Wednesday, 4 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Portland State
University

Volleyball—
Tuesday, 7 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Central
Washington University

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Emily Kellman
After yet another impressive showing, women's cross country runner
Emily Kellman was named the Dande Trophy Company Athlete of the
Week.
Kellman, a junior from Wilson High School in Tacoma, won the
individual championship at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational at Ft.
Steilacoom on Saturday, finishing the 5,000-meter course in 18 minutes,
1.8 seconds.
Kellman is a returning member of the defending national champion
women's team, which also won the team title on Saturday. She finished
third at the NAIA National Championships in Kenosha, Wisconsin last
season.

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE
WEEK

Justin Olson
Freshman running back Justin Olson, with the best Puget Soundi ,
rushing performance this season so far, was the clear choice for thie
Flakey Jake's Football Player of the Week.
The Class AA rushing leader in his senior year at Enumclaw High
School, Olson ran for 177 yards on 18 carries and had three reception4,
for 41 yards on Saturday as the Loggers tied Western Oregon State.
College 21-21.
His 95-yard run in the fourth quarter was the longest run fron
scrimmage in Columbia Football Association history, and the second
longest in Puget Sound history.
Although he just missed scoring the touchdown, the rushing play was
a key turning point in the game, according to head coach Ross Hjelseth.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

ery year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
-

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it

111$
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(REF cert ■ licates are don/Puled by TI)A-CREF Individual and butitut gond Seretce.r. For more COIttplete taformatton. Including ,.bargeo and expea.e. , ,
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Men's soccer wins big
DBy Jeff Schaus
Staff Writer
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Junior midfielder Calisse Hughes readies a shot against George I; ox asfreshmanmidfielder Mary Zielinski
gets out of the way. The Loggers won the game 2-0.

Women's soccer falls to WWU PLU
,

DBy Becky Dorocak
Staff Writer
With two district losses against
George Fox and Pacific Lutheran
last week, the women's soccer team
was eliminated from postseason
competition.
The Loggers did come away with
a win against George Fox on Friday at home. The game was scoreless through regulation until freshman Natalie Tanner scored two
goals in overtime to give the Loggers the win.
However, the women's luck

seemed to run out for the rest of the
week. Sunday's 2-0 loss to Western Washington was typical.
"They got in a couple of lucky
plays. Our defense just broke down
for a while," said Arnie Sommer.
Sommer received a hard ball to
the stomach late in the game missed
the rest of that game and also sat
out Tuesday's game.
With several close shots, the
women remained determined to
win.
Yesterday's 1-0 loss to Pacific
Lutheran, a rematch of last season's
District 1 championship game, was
an evenly matched contest that

could have gone either way.
"It was a tough loss," said Holly
Krejci. "We were just unlucky."
The Loggers were outshot in the
game 13-9. Several hard shots by
both Patricia Mullen and Amanda
Olney were barely off-mark.
"We should have won," said
Mary Zielinski. "We just weren't
finishing and we couldn't get the
ball in the back of the net."
The Loggers have only home
games left this season. This week,
they will face Seattle Pacific in a
scrimmage on Saturday at 1 p.m.,
and then play Portland State University on Wednesday at 2 p.m.

Puget Sound took a giant step
towards making the District 1 playoffs by defeating Western Washington 2-1 in Bellingham on October 9. The Loggers are now 1-1 in
district play with one district game
remaining.
Sophomore forward Derik Mills
scored the winning goal in the 66th
minute after corralling a loose ball
in front of the Western goal.
Western took an early lead after
converting a penalty kick in the
ninth minute. The Loggers were
whistled for a trip in the penalty
.ST box that resulted in the free kick.
= It appeared that Puget Sound
S.) would go into halftime trailing 1-0
(ts despite controlling the game to that
point. Just before the intermission,
however, junior midfielder Jason
McGibbon received a throw-in at
midfield with a lot of room to roam.
"There was no one covering me
so I just started dribbling toward
the goal," said McGibbon. "When
I got within about 25 yards I decided to shoot."
The Western keeper dove to his
right to try to deflect the shot but
McGibbon had too much on it and
the ball rocketed into the back of
the net.
The game remained tied until

X-CTRY

Mills' shot gave Puget Sound the
lead. Shortly after Mills' goal, however, Puget Sound found themselves at a man disadvantage when
McGibbon was given a red card
for fouling a Western player.
After dominating offensively and
defensively for three-quarters of
the game, the Loggers had to switch
to a more defensive posture.
Sophomore goalkeeper Benjy
Meyers came up with six saves and
had to make several plays on Westem crosses to take away even more
scoring chances. The Logger defense was Meyers' best friend this
day.
"I didn't have to do much," said
Meyers. "Credit the defense and
the midfield for controlling the
game."
"We finally played the caliber of
soccer we are capable of playing,"
commented McGibbon. "We attacked more rather than playing
defensively."
It will take another all-around
team performance if the Loggers
are to make it to the playoffs and
defeat Seattle University October
23 in a must-win district game.
First, though, the men travel to
Spokane to take on Whitworth and
Gonzaga this weekend, and finally
return home to take on Hawaii
Pacific on Tuesday at 3:00 p.m.
and Portland State on Wednesday
at 4:00 p.m.

from page 14

The women's team will head to
the Cal-Poly Invitational near San
FranciscO on Saturday, while the

men will travel to Ellensburg for

the Central Washington Invitational for a Friday meet.
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Staff Editorial

Apathy Soars Under Political Stagnation
t is preposterous that an organization which is allocated more
than $350,000 a year cannot publicize itself well enough in order to
influence or even involve the
slightly less than 3000 students it
presides over.
it is scary to think that such an
organization exists when the turnout for elections—both those running and those voting—is embarrassingly low at best.
It is wishful thinking to assume
that this same organization, whose
members bicker constantly over
logistics while heading in no particular direction, can even think of
moving in a forward direction for
the students.
It is sad that the representative
functions of such an organization
rarely accomplish anything substantial year after year and continue to perpetuate a stagnant pool
of apathy, both among its members and the student body at large.
The Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound is such
an unfortunate organization.
Each year ASUPS strives principally to publicize itself better by
involving as many students as it
can and by creating a sense of
camaraderie between ASUPS and
the students. And each year they
fail miserably. The question lingers, is it the fault of those running
the show—the executives and senators—or is it the show itself?

Looking beyond our illustrious
university, many have placed fault
with the United States government
for quite some time now. Starting
with the "legislative blitzkrieg" of
the 1960s, government has created
enormous and mind-numbing bureaucracies that rarely do anything beneficial. President Reagan
once bellowed that the government
has not only enhanced the problems growing in America, but has
become the problem itself.
Specifically, AS UPS has become
the problem. If its only duty was to
allocate money to the various clubs
and organizations on campus, including The Trail, then a thankyou letter would be in order. But
this is not the case. ASUPS is theoretically supposed to be the voice
for the students. In reality, senators are elected by miniscule numbers. This year the Freshman Class
Senator won with 60 votes—to speak
for an entire class close to 700.
How can any organization whose
members are elected by such embarrassing numbers claim to be
credible? The answer is simple, it
can't. Ask yourself, do you know
what ASUPS does? Do you care?
Unfortunately, most people find
ASUPS easy to criticize because,
like other administrative bodies; it
falls under the scrutiny of the public eye. However, it would be futile
and redundant to bring up any more
critical remarks without providing

Question

"Howard the Duck"
—Halley Cornell

a plausible and often elusive solution. The problem with ASUPS is
that it's not in sync with the majority of other student governments
because it combines representative functions with service functions. The only possible solution is
to dissolve this relationship because it not only hinders the efficiency of ASUPS, but also its effectiveness.
Because senators act as a service
body, they become burdened with
the responsibility of allocating
funds to the numerous clubs and
organizations. This burden detracts
from dealing with important student issues such as sexual harassment and diversity which fallunder
the representative side. The sheer
size of ASUPS detracts from this
function and prevents the senators
from acting quickly because they
are too busy dealing with the service formalities.
The only solution, therefore,
would be to separate the representative functions from the service
functions, creating one body for
the allocation and dealings with
the different service organizations
on campus, such as The Cellar and
Campus Films. The other body
would concentrate on the important, and often overlooked„ student concerns. By this separation,
ASUPS will no longer perpetuate
a problem, but instead, become a
withstanding solution.

pproximately one year ago
former President George Bush
decided to send military troops
into Somalia to protect relief supplies and try to restore peace. Well,
the relief supplies completed a
successful journey, but the matter
of peace remains violently unconquered.
Over a dozen Americans were
killed in Somalia over the past
week. Many more suffered injuries and one was known to be held
by General Mohamed Farrah
Aidid's forces.
Bush started off this political
quagmire and Bill Clinton, following the opinion polls, continued it. Now Bush is out and Clinton
roams the White House offices
pondering how to extradite American troops from this foreign policy
mess. Clinton finds himself in a
double-bind. If American troops
stay in too long and casualties begin to mount, Clinton will be accused of launching the Vietnam of
the 90s. If he pulls out too quickly,
he will be criticized for not having
the guts of a true military leader, of
backing down too easily and letting Somali warlord General
Mohamed Farrah Aidid go unpunished for his actions.
It looks as if Clinton, in his usual
compromise-happy fashion, is trying to balance out these two politically unattractive options. He is
sending in 1,500 more troops,
along with additional tanks and
other fighting vehicles. At the same
time, he has set a specific date for
pulling out troops from Somalia—
March 31—approximately six
months from now.
This maneuver shows Clinton in
his most unappealing compromise
form. He made the gung-ho military regime happy by sending over
additional troops to restore order
(translation: wipe out anyone who
starts trouble) and he designated a
pullout date to appease everyone
who wants to end American involvement as soon as possible.
To show the stupidity of this
policy, imagine the following scenario. General Aidid and his troops
lay low until about the middle of
March. Clinton and his military
advisers start to breathe easy. Gen-

eral Aidid then launches a full scale
attack on U.S. and U.N. forces.
The fighting continues furiously
for weeks. As the clock strikes
midnight on March 31, what does
Clinton do? Does he immediately
pull out like he said or would he
stay and fight, as the situation would
seem to dictate?
He would be in a no-win situation, just like he is now. The one
difference being that on March 31
much more would be at stake.
If Clinton wants to avoid trouble,
he should take every American
soldier out of Somalia immediately. But if he truly wanted to

We, as Americans,
must be unparalleled
in our vanity to
think that, with all
the problems we face
here, we can go out
and solve everyone
else's.
avoid trouble he would have done
this a long time ago, maybe around
his first week in office.
America has no business interloping in other countries' affairs.
The government masqueraded and
said that the whole purpose of the
Somalia effort was humanitarian.
Maybe they believed that and
maybe they didn't, but either way
it was stupid of politicians to think
that a strictly humanitarian effort,
in a war-torn country riddled with
political strife, was a possibility.
Militaries were not designed for
humanitarian efforts.
All American troops and personnel should be withdrawn immediately. Why should they stay? To
set up a stable, peaceful government? That won't happen without
rivers of bloodshed. To take revenge on General Aidid for what
his troops have done to Americans? If one takes this outlook it
will mean that more Americans
will be put to death. However,
Americans will probably claim victory because more Somalis would
die than Americans.
These anecdotes aside, America
has no reason to be in Somalia or
any other foreign country, for that
matter. We, as Americans, must be
unparalleled in our vanity to think
that, with all the problems we face
here, we can go out and solve everyone else's problems. America
has neither the time nor the resources to be the world's police
force. Nor do we have the right. If

see
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movie of
of the Week: What is theallworst
time?

"Amazon Women on
the Moon"
—Amy Maize & Cassie Conolly

"Dangerous Liasons"
—Todd Strachan

'Kenji the Hunted"
—Kelley Ryan & Lisa Oshlo
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Letters to the Editor
Crossfire Pariahs
shoot back
To the editor:

I

t is completely pathetic that
the article we penned two weeks
ago has generated so much havoc.
To begin with, neither of us has
ever proclaimed ourselves to be
responsible journalists. When did
menstruation and Gerald() suddenly become newsworthy? It is a
joke, folks; take it as such.
Second] y, any comparison drawn
between a satirization of the, dare
we say, pbvi ous stereotypes within
the Greek system and racist or bigoted speech is ridiculous. There is
a huge difference between saying
someone wears a sweatshirt and
calling someone a "limp-wristed
queer." Or perhaps "sweatshirt" is
a new, forbidden PC word we have
yet to learn. To compare making
fun of fraternities or sororities, organizations to which many apply
by choice (that's not a misprint;
the word is "choice"), with making fun of a minority group whose
members are bound together by
genetic codes is simply ludicrous.
We've never seen a Greek Rights
parade, though we guess, from all
of the attention, that there is a sore
need for one.
We never attempted to, nor did
we ever, state "every one of the
800,000,000 Greek system members is a pig." We made a joke.
Wethinks the Greeks doth protest too much.
"Crossfire", our delicate little article, started out as an experiment
in blatant vulgarity. Nothing has
ever been written in the space that
has had any relevance to anything.
We wrote the word "pussy" seventeen different ways, tackled tough
issues America tries not to think
about (Crystal Pepsi and tampons),
insulted what probably amounts to
millionsof middle-class homemakers through Gerald() bashing, and
received approximately ZERO

Wethinks the
Greeks doth
protest too
much.
outraged responses.
And a special note to our dear
friend, Noah. Sir, if you are proposing to defend a position, try
defending the said position instead
of taking the Bush/Quayle route,
and attacking two weary but witty
writers. And, if this method fails,
try something actually insulting
(ie. You listen to Barry Manilow),
as opposed to slamming poetry
majors (which we are), non-leg
shaving types (which we are) and
pot smokers (which we definitely
are). In fact, wave high the banners; print the headline on the front
page for all to see—KELLY AND
LESLIE SMOKE POT EVERYDAY OF THEIR LIVES AND
ARE DAMN PROUD OF IT. We
believe in calling a spade "a spade."
In closing, we would like to look
back over the carnage. We are no
longer writing for this here paper,
the editorial staff was in a heightened state of hostility for a week,
the entire Trail is now
"Greekbashing" because Iwo individuals wrote ona article; everybody has their scrunchies in a bunch
and their bongs all in pieces and
one question remains unanswered.
Does making fun of any thing, or

anything, we two dazed and confused neohippies have ever written, really merit much hassle?
We lean to the nayward.
Kelly Kenney and
Leslie Murray,
Independents by Definition

Teetering on the
brink of hypocrisy
To the editor:
n Saturday, October 2, I was
driving down Union Avenue to
drop my friend off at her home in
the University of Puget Sound
neighborhood. Upon passing the
Beta Theta Pi fraternit and seeing
the sign soliciting donations, I
slowed to inquire about the cause.
I listened politely, and then I
declined to offer money to three
college students drinking beer on a
teeter-totter, preferring to donate
directly to my chosen charities.
As I drove off, my friend and I
were yelled at and labeled as
"bitches" and "sluts." How ironic
that these young men had chosen

Someone should
inform these ignorant representatives that abuse is
verbal as well as
physical.
to raise money for their chosen
philanthropy to support battered
women. Someone should inform
these ignorant representatives that
abuse is verbal as well as physical.
Being an alumni of a sorority,
and now and active member of the
community, I choose to donate my
time and energy to constructive
projects that affect the people I am
trying to help, such as organizing
and staffing afterschool activities
for underprivileged children and
serving meals in a local food bank.
Perhaps these young men would
have a greater understanding of
the meaning behind their
fundraising and eliminate their
hypocrisy if they became involved
with their community rather than
collecting money for some mindless activity.
It would be helpful for these obscenity-calling men to dismount
their teeterboard and try to stand
on solid ground before being considered credible advocates of a
cause, especially one as serious as
battered women.
"The Bitch,"
Dayna Crane

Inaccuracies
with KUPS
article
To the editor:

I

was rather disheartened to
read the article concerning KUPS
on the front page of the October 8
issue. I was mentioned in this particular article, along with numerous other staff members, and I
would like to express my disap-

pointment with the lack of professionalism that stared me in the face
as I was reading it. I do not think
it is my place to tell you what to
write, but I think that I am entitled
to make a few suggestions.
As far as the facts are concerned,
my first suggestion would be to
confirm all of the information presented to you by questioning those
involved. By this I mean for you to
try to get in touch with all parties
concerned and find out what really
happened, not what you think happened. Since it was more important for you to contact Erin Halton,
the news director, than to get in

I did not leave
KUPS because I had
a vendetta against
Julie, as you would
have your readers
believe.
touch with me, the assistant manager, I will take this opportunity to
tell you just what those facts are:
Julie Leydelmeyer resigned
from the position of general manager on Wednesday, September
29, 1993.
I resigned from the position of
assistant manager on Friday, October 1, 1993.
I therefore did not leave Julie
"high and dry."
I did not leave KUPS because I
had a vendetta againstJulie, as you
would have your readers believe.
If you want to know why I really
left KUPS, in order to give your
story a little more credibility,
maybe you could take some time
out of your busy schedules making
up the news and ask me personally.
I would like to leave you with
this: journalists are in business to
report the news as objectively as
possible. Opinions are left for editorials. If you want to make
unsubstantiated judgments about
me or something concerning me,
do me a favor either get the story
straight, or at least spell my name
correctly.
David Kupferman,
former KUPS assistant manager

Music reviewer
receives onebeer rating
To the music reviewer:
ye got four words for you:
"Take The Skinheads Bowling."
I'd imagine that won't get
through to your obviously inept
music knowledge, so I will have to
elaborate. Camper Van Beethoven
"easily forgettable?" I might ask
as to where your head might be
hiding out, but I will maintain a
little integrity and try and understand your shoddy ignorance. It
becomes painfully clear how little
you know about music when the
entire phenomenon of CVB (that's
Camper Van Beethoven to you,
thank you) passed right over your
oblivious brain. Debatably the largest and most widely known cult
band of the 80's, CVB pioneered
the use of violins and contemporary alternative pop, not to mention they possessed one of the most
brilliant lyricists of all time. For

you to claim that CV B's only "hit"
was "Pictures of Matchstick Men"
is also ludicrous. Not only was that
merely their last "hit," but I also
must question your definition of
"hit."
Is a "hit" a song that is played on
MTV? Or a song that gets maximum rotation on The End (you
seem quite fond of that beautiful
piece of commercialism, 107.7,
mentioning it frequently in you're
stale reviews)? If that is so, your
reviewing the wrong albums, or
maybe you ought to stick to
"grunge" or whatever the trend is
now, because you are sorry. I must
also quickly ask if you are at The
Trail to spout off opinions from
your obviously extremely limited
viewpoint or to review albums? I
am absolutely clueless to what
purpose you are serving.
CVB, without question, was the
greatest American band of the 80s.
Much like the great men Paul
Heaton and Morrissey did for England, CVB put cynicism to work
with the intelligent anti-establishment anthems like "Club Med
Sucks," "(Don't You Go To)
Goleta" and "One of These Days."
Lyrics like,'The people there (Club
Med)/ They are so stupid/ They
exploit the poor and the weak/ I
want no part of their death culture/
I just want to go to the beach."

Has the fabric of
our society disintegrated so much
that people can
actually put the
total beauty and
artistry of music
in the same sentence as mindnumbing beer?
"I've been there (Goleta) and I've
seen them drinking down/ Thinking all the time that they're going
to school/ Maybe someday they
might learn something/ But being
fascist rich kids ain't cool" and
"I've been there (Westwood) and
I've seen the styles they wear/From
the haircuts down to their clean
white shoes/ Don't you know baby
that it's all a facade/ No, intelligence is not something you should
avoid" are both witty and subversive.
But I guess a band that actually
has something intelligent to say
against the structure of corporate
America goes against your bubbly, inane sorority-girl mentality.
CVB, the only band that was able
to do a country ballad right next to
a funky ska ditty, right next to a
dark, atmospheric tune about death,
right next to a tune about a psycho
who wants to win the lottery so he
can donate half his "money to the
city so they have to name a street or
school or a park after" him, right
next to a beautifully hopeless love
song. "Easily forgettable?" I suppose The Smiths and The
Housemartins are easily forgettable
too, huh?
I suppose that I can't expect much
from someone (in the tradition of
rich kid Kai and grunge-rocker
Pete) that rates albums by beer.
Has the fabric disintegrated so
much that people can actually put
the total beauty and artistry of
music in the same sentence as mindnumbing beer? The pinnacle of
the arts compared to a substance
that makes people stupid (although

we could probably make an argument that beer-drinkers weren't
very smart to drink it in the first
place)? If record reviews are good,
we don't need a standard of rating
like stars or (Gasp!) beer. I might
even venture to say that if the reviews are intelligently written,
readers can rate the albums for
themselves rather than relying on
mechanized options. I guess I'd
better quit now before I get too
angry and start using a lot of profanity.
Still III,
W. Michael Storer

Plans for athletic facility lack
communication
To the editor:
emember last spring when
we all complained about the lack
of communication between the administration and students?
A couple of weeks ago, there
was an article in The Trail that
described the plans for building a
new athletic facility and playing
fields. This is an excellent plan. It
satisfies the students' concerns regarding the lack of workout space
on campus.
Unfortunately, this plan also calls
for the destruction of 14 houses,
including the Hawaii house. The
result: 65 more students must move
off campus to find housing. Some
say this won't happen because the
University will buy more houses.
Not true. At least three houses were
for sale in the neighborhood this
summer and the University did not
buy any. Some say that we won't
need the houses because we have
thirty spaces still available. Yet it
has only been in the past several
years that the University has been
able to meet the demand for campus housing. Two years ago we
even had to turn some transfer students away. These spaces are also

I have heard complaints about this
proposal, yet I
have not heard
any plans to alleviate them. I urge
you to come forward and speak
your mind.
needed to alleviate overcrowding
in areas and to give students the
opportunity to moys when there
are roommate diffinIties.
One of my biggest pet peeves is
when people complain about a situation, but they do nothing about it.
I have heard complaints about this
proposal, yet I have not heard any
plans to alleviate them. I urge you
to come forward and speak your
mind. I believe that the problem
does not consist of the building
itself, or of the idea, but with the
lack of planning and communication. The University probably
doesn't know your concerns, just
like we don't know the detriments
of the proposal.
Krissy Holland
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Poetry "slams" Seattle clubs and cafés
By Cara Bernardi

Guest Writer

T

oetry is a kingdom. A kingdom where emotions prosper, happiness, sadness, life, death, good
and evil rule hand in hand. This
kingdom has lately moved to Seattle. Last Tuesday when I was
skimming through our local rag,
the Seattle PJ., I came upon the
new love affair of the Northwest:
Poetry Slams. Poetry Slams is a
competition between two readers
of poetry they have invented themselves. Locally, audiences station
themselves at such Seattle places
as The Globe Café, Pioneer Square

Saloon and Café Paradiso to participate in judging these contests.
On stage it is poet against poet
and verse against rhyme, but if you
can't please the audience you'll be
commanded to sit down. Is this
poetry? Do people really want to
listen to these performance poets
pour out their hearts and souls?
Yes! This is a new revelation and it
is here to stay.
This new art form is sweeping
the nation and arousing much controversy. The Los Angeles Times
reported a comment from a UW
professor who ridiculed Poetry
Slams. He refused to identify himself, but said the following: "This

kind of stuff has the same relationship to literature as Jack-in-theBox does to cuisine—you don't
get much to chew on and most of
it's full of crap." An effeminate
comment, such as that, coming
from someone teaching the future
generations frightens me. This
seems to be a recurring problem
with academia today. They all want
to define what is relevant for other
people.
Poetry is pleasure, a challenge, a
profession, a past-time, almost
anything you want it to be. Most
people write poetry for themselves.
Why? Because it doesn't have to
appeal to the masses. You are your

own critic and what may seem
relevant for you may not be for
another. This is just the reason
Poetry Slams is gaining so much
attention. What poetry you deem
superior, others may voice as hideous. However, for someone to
proclaim that it is not poetry is
ludicrous. In the Seattle PJ., Xavier
Cavasos, a winner of the Nuyorican
Poets Café 1993 Poetry Award
said, "I'm still eaten by anyone
who says what we're doing is not
legitimate. The academics live in a
sheltered world. That's easy. This
is hard."
A few local venues exposing
prose and poetry are: The Globe

Cafe, Oct.15; The Crocodile, next
month; and Pioneer Square Saloon, the first Monday of every
month. No dates were available
from The Weathered Wall, Owl
and Thistle, Ditto Tavern, Colour
Box and Café Paradiso.
I wonder who would have shown
for Poetry Slams in the early
1900's? Maybe Marianne Moore
would have gone head-to-head with
Edna St. Vincent Millay, another
American poet. Millay once said
with rhyme, song and verse, "I
know my mind and I have made
my choice; ...Love me or love me
not, you have no voice." I shall say
no more.

Puget Sound athletics: a Catch 22?
Guest Writer
1. et's face the facts: Puget
Sound is incredibly expensive.
Now that's an original statement,
but you must admit that it's true.
Because of the tuition cost, many
Puget Sound students and families
are selling their souls to the banks
and savings and loans associates to
receive an above-average education. Many of these students are
also selling their bodies to the athletic department. Now sports are
fun, but the fun seems to dissipate
into thin air when, as an athlete,
you are forced to participate in a
sport to receive the much-needed
scholarship money to continue your
education. At this point a sport
becomes a job.
In paying this high tuition, students receive a high level education (the fourth highest in the western region, to be precise). The
workload associated with this high
level of education transmits to

many hours of studying weekly, as
we all know.
To see if athletics deterred students from their studies, I took a
survey of ten athletes or previous
athletes at this school. All ten members agreed that athletics took away
from their learning experience.
There were two main reasons
which the members agreed to discuss.
The first reason was the travelling factor. All sports at Puget
Sound require that varsity athletes
travel. Asa result of this travelling,
many students are absent for entire
weekends and often weekdays. For
example, last winter the varsity ski
team was required to miss four
days of class and the entire weekend to participate at the regional
championships in McCall, Idaho.
The second reason was the fatigue level of athletes after practice. Each athlete interviewed could
also recount at least one experience in which he or she too exhausted to study. Many stated that
they would try to study but, be-

Letters to the Editor
Where have all the
radicals gone?
To the editor:
'(Where, where arc the student
protestors now?
Now that we have an action very
similar to Viet Nam (the conflict in
Somalia), where are the campus
rallies? Are we trying to defend an
administration many of us (may
have) voted and done work for? Is
this any reason to deny what policy
objectives, as stated by our secretary of defense, Mr. Aspin, actually are? We may have originally
gone in to hold out a helping hand
containing food (at least as a stated
policy objective) but the situation

SOMALIA from page 16
we left everyone alone, things
would be farwre peaceful across
the globe than they are now.
Unfortunately, Clinton stuck
with Bush's trigger-happy foreign
policy, though he should have
known better. He should have
wised up to the fact that the American military is not a tool which can
be used to patrol the globe and
right every wrong.
Now he must crawl out of the
hole in which he has dug himself.
It will be much easier to crawl out
now than on March 31, when countless Somalis and numerous Americans will probably be put in a hole
six feet below ground.

cause of physical fatigue, it was
worthless and unproductive.
Two of the student athletes interviewed said that they would like to
quit participating in their sports
and spend extra time with their
studies. This is fair, considering

Many of these students are also selling
their bodies to the
athletic department.
the intensity level of most classes
offered at Puget Sound. Students
are forced to stretch their intellectual limits even while fulfilling
core requirements and taking 100
level classes.
Although athletics are just one of
many activities which deter students from their studies, it is a
major one which requires obligation and commitment. Due to the

travelling involved, athletics are
one of the only activities which
prevent students from attending
class. This, in turn, causes professors to despise athletics and students who participate in them because of the inability to make their
class. Professors often view this as
an insult and agree that students
need to get their priorities straight.
Most classes at Puget Sound are
small enough for professors to
know at least the name of each
student in the class. This strengthens the relations between students
and professors. Professors are not
just teaching to the masses, but,
rather, a small group of intelligent
individuals. Professors care more,
for this reason. At a school such as
the University of Washington, the
professor does not even teach the
class most of the time, let alone
know the names of the students.
At Puget Sound, though, professors notice and take heed that a
student is not in class and will
confront the student on many occasions. When they discover that

the reason for missing their class is
for athletics, many professors become unsympathetic.
So what is the solution? Ax athletics altogether? Well maybe that
would be rather extreme, but who
knows? I think a more rational
solution would be for the coaches
to give athletes a little slack every
once in a while. The human body
can only take so much stress and
between a sport and keeping up in
school; the limit is nearly exceeded.
RELAX coaches! Puget Sound
is never going to be a school known
for its athletics because that is not
what a majority of the students
come here for. Give the students a
break when they arc buried in work
and really cannot make it to practice. Coaches only add unnecessary stress to a student when he
must worry about losing his starting position as a result of missing
practice. This solution is much better than losing a star athlete because his grades arc too low for the
school's standards.

><

has changed considerably!
I am not suggesting we return to
the dazed and confused 60s methodology any more than I would
suggest a return to the Dark Ages.

I am not suggesting
we return to the
dazed and confused
60s methodology
any more than I
would suggest a
return to the Dark
Ages.
How about a kind of renaissance?
Perhaps we could get back to what
the original 130 or so universities
in our nation were intended for??
May I suggest students visit
Christian Varsity fellowship in
Thompson Hall Fridays at 6 p.m.
to begin the (all important) weekend? Why not rally in support of
something real?
David Hill

Let us know what
you really think.
Just drop a Letter to
the Editor in campus
mail or bring it down
to our office.
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T he Co mb at Z om

Adobe Castle to be converted
into on-campus Taco Bell
UPS to return to being the 'University of Pintos and Salsa'?
OBy Carlo Marx
Staff Beatnik

Plans to renovate
campus continued this
week when Ted
Nouget, Hcad of UPS
Housing and Food Service, finally gave the
go-ahead to convert the
Adobe Castle back into
an on-campus Mexican restaurant.
The beige stucco
house at 1119 N.
Lawrence, known affectionately as the
"Adobe Castle," has
been used exclusively
for student housing for
the past five years. The
reason for the house's
odd shape and texture
is due to the fact that it
actually began as a
Taco Bell franchise
before the University
bought it up with the
rest of Lawrence.
"Most students don't
even realize that the
house used to be a very popular
hang-out during the mid- to late
80's," Nouget said. The restaurant
was run by ASUPS until it was shut
down because of liability concerns.
"The Health Center wasn't happy
about the increase in stomach flu,"
he said.
However, according to Nouget,
health considerations weren't the
main reason for the closure. "Unfortunately, we had a lot of irresponsible staff members back then
who were indiscriminantly selling
'Wild Tacos'e to minors. That
was back in the old days when the
UPS was known as 'the University
of Pintos and Salsa, — he said with

From the Truth Is Stranger than Fiction Dept.:

This week: Library periodicals
In the category of Sleep Inducement:

Applied Ergonomics
Arctic Anthropology
Arthritis Today
Digest of Geriatrics
Exceptional Children
International Journal of Government
Auditing
Journal of Rheumotology
Library Trends
Methodist History
International Journal of American
Linguistics
Teaching Statistics
In the category of Lame-ass Title:

a chuckle. "Crazy days those were."
Due to a contractual obligation,
the University had been forced to
maintain the building as a Mexican restaurant, which many students felt was a welcome alternative to the Cellar's pizza. Administrators got around the contract
when they realized we had more
than enough money to just buy out
the entire Taco Bell Corporation.
"And it's been a reliable source
of revenue ever since," according
to Nouget. "That Taco Bell on
6th? Ours. Fife? Ours. They're all
ours. From Anchorage to Liverpool."
"But getting back to the Castle,
so to speak, one of its biggest ad-

vantages is that there's a door halfway up the north wall that goes
nowhere. We intend to put a cement driveway under it so it can
serve as a drive-thru window,"
Nouget said proudly.
When asked about whether the
University will retain the 'Value
Menus' of 59, 79, and 99 cents,
Nouget shifted a little in his seat.
"Well, you know, we've got this
new Fitness Center coming up and
the Humanities Building to pay
off...Let's just wait and see. What
we're looking at right now is setting up a point system so that you
really won't know what the heck
you're paying," he said.

Australian Math Teacher
Bulletin for Concerned Asian Scholars
The Independent Banker
International Yoga Guide
Journal of Peasant Studies
The Organ
On Campus With Women
Slavic Review

Write your own 'Zone'!
It's fun! It's easy! It makes enemies! Try it at home! The rules are simple:

1.) Pick an especially sensitive person or organization
with no sense of humor so they will be sure to be angry.
Drink gin.
Have a sense of humor that appeals to about 13% of
campus.
There is no rule 4.
Drink gin.
(Reprinted from April 14, 1983.)

Pro/Con: Going
PRO: Not having to read any
Hemingway
PRO: Alleviates Chronic White
Male Guilt Syndrome
PRO: Not having to hear poorly
told Sam Kinison jokes
PRO: Saving money on haircuts
and leg-waxings
PRO: Getting to chew out people
you don't know
As student use of the SUB's 'Forever-and-a-Day' bank machine increases, so do complaints from
professors, who claim that waiting for the machine to finish dispensing cash has contributed to an
overall decrease in class attendance.

P.C.

CON: Having your mind opened
against your will
CON: Having to refer to the
8-ball as 'the ball of color'
CON: Taking another core
requirement
CON: Having to re-learn how
to spell 'women' and 'female'
CON: Cancelling 'Playboy' subscription

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly
coincidental.

E Written and compiled by the ASUPS Publicity Office

SHOWCASE PRESENTS...

COLLEGE
BOWL
IS BACK!
The "Varsity Sport of the Mind" returns to campus later this month.

YAH-YAH LITTLEMAN
If I ever heard this band at a particularly happy moment in life,
I'd probably just OD on good vibe and explode!"
-SF BAY GUARDIAN

OCT. 22, in The Great Hall, Noon

FREE !
POSTIONS ARE
STILL
OPEN!
BE A PART OF AN
ASUPS COMITTEE

You can sign up as a group,
by yourself, or as an official.
Get your team together now before it's too late.
Sign-up sheets are available at the Info Center in
the SUB.

BE A PART OF THE FUN!
BUDGET
DIVERSITY
ELECTIONS
FINANCE
GOVERNANCE
STUDENT CONCERNS
UNION BOARD

STONE TEMPLE PILOTS
OCT 23

